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Abstract
During interaction with others, we perceive and produce social actions in close temporal
distance or even simultaneously. It has been argued that the motor system is involved in
perception and action, playing a fundamental role in the handling of actions produced by
oneself and by others. But how does it distinguish in this processing between self and other,
thus contributing to self-other distinction? In this paper we propose a hierarchical model of
sensorimotor coordination based on principles of perception-action coupling and predictive
processing in which self-other distinction arises during action and perception. For this we draw
on mechanisms assumed for the integration of cues for a sense of agency, i.e., the sense that
an action is self-generated. We report results from simulations of different scenarios, showing
that the model is not only able to minimize free energy during perception and action, but also
showing that the model can correctly attribute sense of agency to own actions.
1 Introduction
In everyday social interaction we constantly try to deduce and predict the underlying intentions
behind others’ social actions, like facial expressions, speech, gestures, or body posture. This is no
easy problem and the underlying cognitive mechanisms and neural processes even have been dubbed
the ,,dark matter” of social neuroscience (Przyrembel et al., 2012). Generally, action recognition
is assumed to rest upon principles of prediction-based processing (Clark, 2013), where predictions
about expected sensory stimuli are continuously formed and evaluated against incoming sensory
input to inform further processing. Such a predictive processing does not only inform our perception
of actions of others, but also our action production in which we constantly predict the sensory
consequences of our own actions and correct them in case of deviations. Both of these processes are
assumed to be supported by the structure of the human sensorimotor system that is characterised
by perception-action coupling (Prinz, 1997) and common coding of the underlying representations.
It seems natural to assume that these general mechanisms of prediction-based action processing
underly also the perception and generation of social behavior when we interact with others. However,
in dynamic social interaction, perception and action often need to be at work simultaneously and
for both, actions of self and other. If the motor system is to be involved in both processes, this
simultaneous processing and attribution of actions to oneself and the interaction partner must be
maintained during social interaction without confusion.
As of yet, it is not clear how self-other distinction is reflected in, or possibly even constituted
by the sensorimotor system. What role does it play in distinguishing social actions of the self
and the other? What are the underlying prediction-based processes? And how do they interact
with higher-level cognitive processes like mentalizing to solve the social differentiation problem?
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Evidence from cognitive neuroscience suggests that the motor systems may be involved differentiately
in processing self-action and other-action, indicating a role in social cognition (Schu¨tz-Bosbach
et al., 2006) and the selective attribution of beliefs, desires and intentions during the dynamic
process of intersubjective sense-making. We contribute a computational modeling perspective. In
previous work we devised a model of the interplay of mentalizing and prediction-based mirroring
during social interaction (Kahl and Kopp, 2015). In that work two virtual agents interacted in a
communication game, each of which equipped with models of a mirroring system and a mentalizing
system, respectively. This demonstrated how mentalizing – even with minimal abilities to account for
beliefs, desires and intentions – affords interactive grounding and makes communication more robust
and efficient. However, both agents took separate and successive turns such that their mirroring
systems worked either for perception or production of social actions (albeit with activations being
carried on).
In this paper, we present an extended Bayesian model of a sensorimotor system based on a
prediction-based processing hierarchy, called Hierarchical Predictive Belief Update (HPBU). Our
aim is to explore how such a prediction-based sensorimotor system can be able to differentiate by
itself actions of its own (predicted for production) from potential actions of the interaction partner
(predicted for perception), thus contributing to self-other distinction in social interaction.
For our computational model of sensorimotor processes and the model of sense of agency we
rely on assumptions from the predictive processing framework. Specifically, the model will rely
on principles of active inference and free energy minimization (Friston et al., 2010) based on
assumptions in accord with the predictive brain hypotheses (Clark, 2013) and hierarchical predictive
coding (Rao and Ballard, 1999). From that follows a hierarchical organization of ever more abstract
predictive representations. These representations are also generative processes, which together form
a hierarchical generative model which maps from (hidden) causes in the world to their perceived
(sensory) consequences. The tight coupling between action and perception in active inference means,
that following prediction errors, either the model hypotheses have to be updated or action in the
world is necessary to make future sensory evidence meet the model predictions. Free energy is
merely the term for the negative log model evidence of a perceived event given the model prediction,
i.e., the prediction error which is to be minimized. Technically, variational free energy is an upper
bound on Bayesian model evidence, such that minimizing free energy corresponds to minimizing
(precision-weighted) prediction error or, equivalently, maximizing model evidence or marginal
likelihood.
Also, we will identify, integrate and then test mechanisms and processes in the SoA (sense of
agency) literature that are compatible with a predictive processing view and that have reliably been
identified to contribute to sense of agency. Our goal here is to present a conceptual computational
model of the sense of agency which is functionally embedded in a hierarchical predictive processing
model for action production and perception. The model of sense of agency itself integrates different
aspects important for sensorimotor processing and motor control. At the core of our argument for
the presented modeling approach is the assumption that we strongly rely on the predictability of our
own body to be able to not only identify our own hands or arms, but also to differentiate between
our own and other’s actions through the information gathered especially on the unpredictability of
others. It is that unpredictability of their actions and it’s timing that can help to differentiate. The
functional simulation at the end of our paper helps to evaluate whether the identified mechanisms
implemented in the model are sufficient to correctly infer own actions, given altered feedback to its
action production.
We start with introducing HPBU and how it forms, tests, and corrects so-called motor beliefs.
Then we discuss how this model can be extended with a mechanism for differentiating between
actions produced by oneself from actions produced by a potential interlocutor in social situations.
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The mechanism includes the ability to flexibly integrate predictive and postdictive cues to form a
sense of agency (SoA). Finally, we present results from simulations that test the model’s ability
to infer SoA for its own actions in different test scenarios. We then discuss our results with the
literature concerning the mechanisms underlying SoA and discuss the mechanism’s implications for
the process of attributing beliefs during communication.
2 Hierarchical Predictive Belief Update
We adopt a Bayesian approach to computationally model the human sensorimotor system at a
functional level. The model, called Hierarchical Predictive Belief Update (HPBU) realizes an active
inference and free energy minimization. Doing so it is able to form, test and correct so-called
motor beliefs in perception and production of actions. Based on our previous work (Sadeghipour
and Kopp, 2010) and other attempts to model the sensorimotor system (Wolpert et al., 2003), we
chose to make use of a hierarchical representation of increasing abstractions over representations of
movement. Each level contains a generative model that infers probabilities to perceive (and produce)
these variants of abstractions over actions in the form of discrete probability distributions about
discrete representations that can be influenced both bottom-up, in the form of evidence for its last
prediction from the next lower level, and top-down in the form of a prediction by the next higher
level. Following the assumption that the main flow of information is top-down and that motor
control is also just top-down sensory prediction or ”active inference”, all levels receive their next
higher level’s prediction and evaluate it for their own bottom-up prediction in the next time step.
The distinction to previous models of the sensorimotor system is that in active inference we solely
rely on each level’s generative process to map from (hidden) causes to their (sensory) consequences.
Without separate inverse models the generative process itself is inverted to predict the next steps in
the next lower level and thus, explain away or suppress prediction errors. In the lowest level of the
hierarchy this suppression can take the form of triggering the production of actions and change the
environment as to minimize prediction errors.
The representations in our hierarchy code for both, the perception and production of an action
and in that follow the common-coding theory of perception-action coupling (Prinz, 1997), a defining
characteristic for representations in the mirror neuron system (Gallese et al., 1996). The human
mirror neuron system has indeed also been attributed to have a hierarchical organization, which is
distributed across interconnected brain areas (Grafton and Hamilton, 2007) and similarly, predictive
coding and active inference have repeatedly been linked to the mechanisms underlying the function
of the mirror neuron system (Kilner et al., 2007; Friston et al., 2010).
Also, in the predictive coding and active inference literature the attribution of agency was
attributed to rely on mechanisms central also to the model presented in this paper, i.e., the correct
prediction of the consequences of producing actions of handwriting (Friston et al., 2011). But other
than the mechanisms we will later go into, they rely heavily on the proprioceptive information which
is missing when perceiving other’s actions in contrast to actions performed by oneself. We will
argue that there is sufficient information already available in the visual information only. HPBU
can be described as a three-level hierarchy of motor beliefs as abstractions over primitive motor
acts (see Figure 1). At the top, in the Schema level (C ) we represent abstract clusters of action
sequences grouped by similarity. Below that, the Sequence level (S ) represents sequences of motor
acts. Levels in our hierarchy are loosely associated with the following (sub-)cortical structures: The
Vision level corresponds to early level V5 in the visual cortex for its direction selectivity in the
perception of motion, while the Motor Control level corresponds to the reflex arcs embedded in
the tight coordination of basal ganglia, spinal coord and cerebellum. The Sequence and Schema
3
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Figure 1.Hierarchical Predictive Belief Update, based on predictive processing and perception-
action coupling. Predictions are sent top-down and compared with sensory (bottom-up) evidence to
drive belief updates within the hierarchy. We have loose associations with the displayed cortical and
subcortial structures. The connections shown will be explained in great detail below. At the top, in
the Schema level (C ) we represent abstract clusters of action sequences grouped by similarity. Below
that, the Sequence level (S ) represents sequences of motor acts. The lowest levels in the model
hierarchy allow for action production, and proprioceptive feedback in Motor Control level (M ) and
visual input and action feedback in the Vision level (V ). Red and blue lines represent bottom-up
and top-down information propagation, respectively. The blue dotted line from V represents a
visual prediction without any effect on the world, while the blue line from M has a causal effect.
The red dotted line from M represents a long range connection, further explained below.
levels are loosely associated with primary motor and premotor areas that code for representing
action sequences. We assume these representations to be the basis for active inference for both
action perception and production. Further, we assume the representations to be multimodal, i.e.,
combining visual, motor and proprioceptive aspects of action, if available. Consequently, they are
used as more or less high-level or visuomotor representations of action and their outcomes. This is
based on converging evidence for the multimodal nature of representations that can be found in
somatosensory, primary motor and premotor areas of the human brain, which can code for both
visual and proprioceptive information (Wise et al., 1997; Fogassi and Luppino, 2005; Pipereit et al.,
2006; Graziano et al., 2000; Gentile et al., 2015). The lowest levels in the model hierarchy allow for
action production and visual and proprioceptive input and feedback in the form of two separate
models; the Vision level (V ) and Motor Control level (M ) that will be further described below.
2.1 Motor Coordination
In motor control two problems have to be solved. First, how to learn action sequences in order to
reach a goal, i.e., a mapping from an extrinsic coordinate frame (describing the action perception)
into an intrinsic frame (describing the muscle movement) and second, how to activate the appropriate
muscles to reach a goal, i.e., from an intrinsic frame to an extrinsic frame to produce the desired
movement. What makes this problem hard is that there are many possibilities how the intrinsic
frame could produce the extrinsic frame.
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To solve the problem of action production towards a goal often the planning of an optimal
trajectory was assumed using forward models trying to find an optimal sequence of muscle activations
leading to the reached goal before the action even starts (Kawato, 1999). Todorov and Jordan (2002)
brought up a different solution trying to explain the high variability in the detailed movements that
occured even in repeated actions. They proposed a control strategy that allowed for variability in
redundant task dimensions during the action production. That is, during action production feedback
is used to only correct variability that interferes with reaching the goal. The use of feedback was
often discussed in this context, famously the MOSAIC model by Wolpert et al. (2003) proposed how
using a comparison of produced action and its sensory feedback could stabilize and guide action.
What counts as feedback in this context are the visually perceived positions of the joints controlled
by the muscles and the proprioceptive feedback by the muscle spindles surrounding the muscles.
An important distinction on such models of optimal control is highlighted by Friston (2011) in
that the forward models in motor control are not the generative models used in perceptual inference
and hence should not be conflated. He argues that one could get rid of the forward models for
action by replacing the control problem with an inference problem over motor reflex arcs and in
that simplifying optimal control to be active inference. In active inference the extrinsic frame can
be utilized as action-production tools, to circumvent the need for detailed programming of motor
commands.
We follow this argumentation. First, we transform the perceived action into a gaze- or vision-
centered oculomotor frame of reference that has been shown to also code the visual targets for
reaching and other actions (Ambrosini et al., 2012; Engel et al., 2002; Russo and Bruce, 1996).
Using those we are also able to circumvent the need for detailed programming of motor commands.
Instead, the oculocentric frame of reference can guide the actions or parts of an action.
The lowest levels of the hierarchy represent two aspects in active inference that are necessary
for motor coordination. The Vision level receives continuous coordinates of a writing trajectory at
discrete points in time, which is perceived in the form of a discrete probability distribution over a
discrete set of writing angles at each point in time. Following the narrative by Zacks et al. (2007);
Gumbsch et al. (2017) on event segmentation using surprise as a separator, we identify surprising
deviations of the current writing angle given the writing angles of the past. In the context of
free energy minimization, a sudden increase in the amplitude of prediction errors induced by a
surprising event is reflected by free energy increases in the Vision level. The surprising stroke
consists of the writing angle and its length, which are both transformed into the oculocentric
reference frame, i.e., into relative polar coordinates with the last surprising stroke coordinates at
its center. This information is send to the Sequence level, together with the time passed since
the last surprising stroke. The Sequence level stores these sequences of surprising events in the
oculocentric reference frame, which can also be used for generation. Following the argument by
Friston (2011) we circumvent the need for detailed programming of motor commands by utilizing
the surprising events consisting of relative polar coordinates as action targets, which are send to the
Motor control level. There, a reflex arc in the form of a damped spring system (inspired by Ijspeert
et al. (2013)) will realize the motion towards the action target following simple equations of motion
with the spring’s point of equilibrium at the relative polar coordinate of the action target. This
implementation of active inference is formally related to the equilibrium point hypothesis (Feldman
and Levin, 1995). In other words, the top-down or descending predictions of the proprioceptive
consequences of movement are regarded as setting and equilibrium or set point to which the motor
plant converges, via the engagement of motor reflexes. This will later be explained in more detail.
An important aspect in motor coordination model can be seen in Figure 1, where the Motor
Control level has no direct feedback connection to the Sequence level. This is for three reasons. First,
we would like to see if sequential motor coordination as well as the inference of a sense of agency
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are possible with visual feedback only. Second, other than Friston et al. (2011) who rely heavily
on proprioceptive information we want to allow for visual input to drive motor coordination and a
sense of agency. Instead, we close the motor coordination loop using a direct long range connection
that is used by the Motor Control level to inform the Vision level when it is done coordinating
actions to reach a subgoal (see red dotted line in Figure 1). Vision level will then check if visual
information can confirm the movement, then sending the information to the Sequence level, closing
the motor coordination loop. Third, making the model’s sequence coordination independent from
direct proprioceptive feedback allows for future developments that can associate actions in the world
with intended effects that not directly influence the motor system, e.g., switching on a light or
influencing another agent’s beliefs.
During action perception, we further assume that the correspondence problem is solved in the
sense that an observed action by another agent is mapped into one’s own body-centered frame of
reference. That is, we feed the perceived action trajectory directly and bottom-up into HPBU. The
next section will describe the active inference and free energy minimization in the model hierarchy.
3 Model update details
The HPBU model is defined as a hierarchical generative model which learns to predict and explain
away prediction errors and in this sense minimize the free energy. This section will briefly introduce
our free energy minimization strategy and the generative model updates, which we have implemented
and extended to encompass and allow the distinction of self and other in the context of action
production.
In the hierarchical generative model, each level maps the internal discrete state space from
one level in the hierarchy to the domain of it’s next lower level. Each level contains a discrete
probability distribution about that level’s discrete states. The difference between continuous and
discrete states in the context of active inference is well discussed in Friston et al. (2017a). All
levels of the hierarchy are updated sequentially starting at the top in Schema level C, i.e., they are
updated in sequence from it’s next higher and next lower levels, learning to represent and produce
the states in the next lower level and the environment. At the top, the Schema level C represents
clusters of similar representations of its next lower level, which is the Sequence level S. S represents
sequences of representations of Vision level V that occured over time. Also, representations that can
map to V are compatible with representations in Motor Control level M. In each level posteriors are
updated bottom-up and top-down and free energy is calculated with respect to prior and posterior
distributions as described in the following. These mappings can be understood as a generative
processes, where one level predicts the states of the level below. In the Motor Control level M this
mapping results in action production.
3.1 Free energy minimization
Free energy describes the negative log model evidence of a generative model that tries to explain
hidden states, i.e., the environment. Evidence corresponds to probabilities of data from the
environment, given the model at hand.
The free energy in system X is expressed as the sum of surprise and a cross entropy of two
states (a posterior P, and a prior Q before evidence has arrived). When free energy is minimized
the cross entropy becomes zero, thus leaving free energy to be just surprise (entropy with regard to
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the posterior) (eq. 1).
F (X) = H(P (X)) +DKL(P (X)||Q(X))
= −
∑
i
P (Xi) lnP (Xi) +
∑
i
P (Xi) · lnP (Xi)
Q(Xi)
(1)
In our interpretation the difference between perception and production lies in the question which
signal drives the updates in calculating free energy, the bottom-up signal or the top-down signal?
When it comes to calculating free energy in perception the posterior distribution (for calculating
surprise and the cross-entropy) is the top-down signal Ptd and the prior, i.e., the driving signal is
the bottom-up signal Pbu, so that F = H(Ptd) + DKL(Ptd||Pbu)). In production the top-down
signal Ptd becomes the driving signal for the free energy update F = H(Pbu) + DKL(Pbu||Ptd)).
The deviation is then calculated with respect to Pbu (see the yellow box in Figure 2). To update
level beliefs, both posteriors will be combined to form the current level posterior Pt, in which the
bottom-up signal will be combined similarly as in the identified microcircuitry for predictive coding
(Bastos et al., 2012). There, connections between cortical columns are mostly inhibitory. In this
setting, the bottom-up and top-down posteriors in eq. 1 play the role of predictions. This means that
we can treat the differences in the bottom-up and top-down predictions as a prediction error and
enter them into a Kalman filter. In this formulation, the Kalman gain is used to differentially weight
bottom-up and top-down predictions and plays the role of a precision. Crucially, this precision is
a function of the free energy computed at each level in the hierarchical model such that a very
high free energy (i.e. prediction error) emphasizes top-down predictions. We model this effect
during perception as a top-down inhibitory influence on the bottom-up signal using a Kalman
filter Pt = Pbu +Kt(Ptd − Pbu) with a Kalman gain Kt = FF+pi calculated from the level free energy
F and precision pi to integrate this filter into the model context (see below in eq. 5 for a more
detailed description). Again, the current driving signal can invert the belief update so that during
production Pt = Ptd+Kt(Pbu−Ptd). The level posterior Pt will be send to the next higher level in
the hierarchy and to the next lower level. In the following time step the level posterior will be used
as an empirical prior for calculating Pbu and Ptd respectively. Figure 2 examplifies our belief update
scheme in Sequence level S. There posteriors and relevant likelihoods are combined to calculate
updated top-down and bottom-up posteriors necessary to calculate the free energy within level S
and the final belief update step which combines top-down and bottom-up posteriors. For more
details on our generative model hierarchy please refer to the Supplementary Materials.
Following the assumption in active inference that overt action is basically action-oriented
predictive processing (Friston et al., 2010), we allow strongly predicted next actions of representations
in the Sequence level to be acted out. Without any constraints this leads to overt automatic
enactment, similar to the automatic imitation seen in patients suffering from echopraxia (Ganos
et al., 2012). To control this motor execution, we introduced a gating signal into the top-level of
the hierarchy, which acts as a motor intention for a specific schema, including a strong boost of
this schema’s probability (acting as a trigger to act-out an abstract motor belief). This intention
percolates down the hierarchy to boost associated representations and inform the intention to act.
Once it reaches the lowest level of the hierarchy, the act to produce the motor representation will
be allowed.
3.2 Motor coordination loop
In active inference and the actual production of an action, predictions guide the minimization of
free energy, the Motor level receives position (xi) and timing (∆t) goals from Sequence level S. The
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S (Sequence)
M (Motor) V (Vision)
P (C)
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Pbu(C) =
X
S
Pbu(C|S)P (S)
<latexit sha1_base64="auuxN XxdeM0gdWm8Di3EAl+cxDU=">AAAC7nichVHLSsNAFD3G97vq0k2 wCO2mpCLoRhB84EaI1D6glpKkYw3NizwKWv0Af8CduHXnVj9Fv8W FJ2MqqIgTJvfOueeeuXeuGTh2FGva64gyOjY+MTk1PTM7N7+wmFta rkV+ElqiavmOHzZMIxKO7YlqbMeOaAShMFzTEXWzt5fG630RRrbv ncaXgWi5Rtezz23LiAm1c3m9PTCTm8JeUd1Rz6LEbVfUIXRdKap6 oVIkSytpcqm/nXLm5JEt3c+94Qwd+LCQwIWAh5i+AwMRvybK0BAQa 2FALKRny7jADWaYm5AlyDCI9vjv8tTMUI/nVDOS2RZvcbhDZqpY5 z6UiibZ6a2CfkT7zn0lse6fNwykclrhJa1JxWmpeEw8xgUZ/2W6G XNYy/+ZaVcxzrEtu7FZXyCRtE/rS2efkZBYT0ZUHEhmlxqmPPf5Ah 5tlRWkrzxUUGXHHVpDWiFVvEzRoF5Im74+6+GYyz+H+tupbZTK9E 8287sb2cCnsIo1FDjVLeziCDrrsHCLJzzjRQmUO+VeefikKiNZzg q+LeXxA7+Xmw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="auuxN XxdeM0gdWm8Di3EAl+cxDU=">AAAC7nichVHLSsNAFD3G97vq0k2 wCO2mpCLoRhB84EaI1D6glpKkYw3NizwKWv0Af8CduHXnVj9Fv8W FJ2MqqIgTJvfOueeeuXeuGTh2FGva64gyOjY+MTk1PTM7N7+wmFta rkV+ElqiavmOHzZMIxKO7YlqbMeOaAShMFzTEXWzt5fG630RRrbv ncaXgWi5Rtezz23LiAm1c3m9PTCTm8JeUd1Rz6LEbVfUIXRdKap6 oVIkSytpcqm/nXLm5JEt3c+94Qwd+LCQwIWAh5i+AwMRvybK0BAQa 2FALKRny7jADWaYm5AlyDCI9vjv8tTMUI/nVDOS2RZvcbhDZqpY5 z6UiibZ6a2CfkT7zn0lse6fNwykclrhJa1JxWmpeEw8xgUZ/2W6G XNYy/+ZaVcxzrEtu7FZXyCRtE/rS2efkZBYT0ZUHEhmlxqmPPf5Ah 5tlRWkrzxUUGXHHVpDWiFVvEzRoF5Im74+6+GYyz+H+tupbZTK9E 8287sb2cCnsIo1FDjVLeziCDrrsHCLJzzjRQmUO+VeefikKiNZzg q+LeXxA7+Xmw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="auuxN XxdeM0gdWm8Di3EAl+cxDU=">AAAC7nichVHLSsNAFD3G97vq0k2 wCO2mpCLoRhB84EaI1D6glpKkYw3NizwKWv0Af8CduHXnVj9Fv8W FJ2MqqIgTJvfOueeeuXeuGTh2FGva64gyOjY+MTk1PTM7N7+wmFta rkV+ElqiavmOHzZMIxKO7YlqbMeOaAShMFzTEXWzt5fG630RRrbv ncaXgWi5Rtezz23LiAm1c3m9PTCTm8JeUd1Rz6LEbVfUIXRdKap6 oVIkSytpcqm/nXLm5JEt3c+94Qwd+LCQwIWAh5i+AwMRvybK0BAQa 2FALKRny7jADWaYm5AlyDCI9vjv8tTMUI/nVDOS2RZvcbhDZqpY5 z6UiibZ6a2CfkT7zn0lse6fNwykclrhJa1JxWmpeEw8xgUZ/2W6G XNYy/+ZaVcxzrEtu7FZXyCRtE/rS2efkZBYT0ZUHEhmlxqmPPf5Ah 5tlRWkrzxUUGXHHVpDWiFVvEzRoF5Im74+6+GYyz+H+tupbZTK9E 8287sb2cCnsIo1FDjVLeziCDrrsHCLJzzjRQmUO+VeefikKiNZzg q+LeXxA7+Xmw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="auuxN XxdeM0gdWm8Di3EAl+cxDU=">AAAC7nichVHLSsNAFD3G97vq0k2 wCO2mpCLoRhB84EaI1D6glpKkYw3NizwKWv0Af8CduHXnVj9Fv8W FJ2MqqIgTJvfOueeeuXeuGTh2FGva64gyOjY+MTk1PTM7N7+wmFta rkV+ElqiavmOHzZMIxKO7YlqbMeOaAShMFzTEXWzt5fG630RRrbv ncaXgWi5Rtezz23LiAm1c3m9PTCTm8JeUd1Rz6LEbVfUIXRdKap6 oVIkSytpcqm/nXLm5JEt3c+94Qwd+LCQwIWAh5i+AwMRvybK0BAQa 2FALKRny7jADWaYm5AlyDCI9vjv8tTMUI/nVDOS2RZvcbhDZqpY5 z6UiibZ6a2CfkT7zn0lse6fNwykclrhJa1JxWmpeEw8xgUZ/2W6G XNYy/+ZaVcxzrEtu7FZXyCRtE/rS2efkZBYT0ZUHEhmlxqmPPf5Ah 5tlRWkrzxUUGXHHVpDWiFVvEzRoF5Im74+6+GYyz+H+tupbZTK9E 8287sb2cCnsIo1FDjVLeziCDrrsHCLJzzjRQmUO+VeefikKiNZzg q+LeXxA7+Xmw0=</latexit>
Pbu(C|S) = P (S|C)P (C)
P (S)
<latexit sha1_base64="H8qA8 kfW92vFJE4VKXskvEAgpoo=">AAAC8XichVFNT9tAEH1xaQvpl2m PXCyiVsklchBSe0GKlFJxQXJFQyJBFK2dTWrFsa21g5SG/AP+ADf ElRtX+CPwW3ro262p1EYVa61n5s3M2/nw0yjMcte9K1lPVp4+e766 Vn7x8tXrN/b628MsmapAtoMkSlTXF5mMwli28zCPZDdVUkz8SHb8 cUv7OydSZWESf8tnqexNxCgOh2EgckJ9+4PXn/vTRbV1elBzdpzj oRLB3KsenLZqjldt1RbaqC36dsWtu+Y4y0qjUCoojpfY9zjGAAkCT DGBRIycegSBjN8RGnCREuthTkxRC41fYoEyc6eMkowQRMf8j2gdF WhMW3NmJjvgKxGvYqaD97xfDKPPaP2qpJ5R/uT9YbDRf1+YG2Zd4 YzSJ+OaYdwnnuM7Ix7LnBSRD7U8nqm7yjHEJ9NNyPpSg+g+gz88n+ lRxMbG42DXRI7I4Rv7hBOIKdusQE/5gcExHQ8ohZHSsMQFoyCfot TTZz1cc+PfpS4rh1v1BvWv25XmVrHwVWxgE1Vu9SOa2IPHOgKc4R o3uLUy69y6sC5/h1qlIucd/jrW1S+En5wV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8qA8 kfW92vFJE4VKXskvEAgpoo=">AAAC8XichVFNT9tAEH1xaQvpl2m PXCyiVsklchBSe0GKlFJxQXJFQyJBFK2dTWrFsa21g5SG/AP+ADf ElRtX+CPwW3ro262p1EYVa61n5s3M2/nw0yjMcte9K1lPVp4+e766 Vn7x8tXrN/b628MsmapAtoMkSlTXF5mMwli28zCPZDdVUkz8SHb8 cUv7OydSZWESf8tnqexNxCgOh2EgckJ9+4PXn/vTRbV1elBzdpzj oRLB3KsenLZqjldt1RbaqC36dsWtu+Y4y0qjUCoojpfY9zjGAAkCT DGBRIycegSBjN8RGnCREuthTkxRC41fYoEyc6eMkowQRMf8j2gdF WhMW3NmJjvgKxGvYqaD97xfDKPPaP2qpJ5R/uT9YbDRf1+YG2Zd4 YzSJ+OaYdwnnuM7Ix7LnBSRD7U8nqm7yjHEJ9NNyPpSg+g+gz88n+ lRxMbG42DXRI7I4Rv7hBOIKdusQE/5gcExHQ8ohZHSsMQFoyCfot TTZz1cc+PfpS4rh1v1BvWv25XmVrHwVWxgE1Vu9SOa2IPHOgKc4R o3uLUy69y6sC5/h1qlIucd/jrW1S+En5wV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8qA8 kfW92vFJE4VKXskvEAgpoo=">AAAC8XichVFNT9tAEH1xaQvpl2m PXCyiVsklchBSe0GKlFJxQXJFQyJBFK2dTWrFsa21g5SG/AP+ADf ElRtX+CPwW3ro262p1EYVa61n5s3M2/nw0yjMcte9K1lPVp4+e766 Vn7x8tXrN/b628MsmapAtoMkSlTXF5mMwli28zCPZDdVUkz8SHb8 cUv7OydSZWESf8tnqexNxCgOh2EgckJ9+4PXn/vTRbV1elBzdpzj oRLB3KsenLZqjldt1RbaqC36dsWtu+Y4y0qjUCoojpfY9zjGAAkCT DGBRIycegSBjN8RGnCREuthTkxRC41fYoEyc6eMkowQRMf8j2gdF WhMW3NmJjvgKxGvYqaD97xfDKPPaP2qpJ5R/uT9YbDRf1+YG2Zd4 YzSJ+OaYdwnnuM7Ix7LnBSRD7U8nqm7yjHEJ9NNyPpSg+g+gz88n+ lRxMbG42DXRI7I4Rv7hBOIKdusQE/5gcExHQ8ohZHSsMQFoyCfot TTZz1cc+PfpS4rh1v1BvWv25XmVrHwVWxgE1Vu9SOa2IPHOgKc4R o3uLUy69y6sC5/h1qlIucd/jrW1S+En5wV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8qA8 kfW92vFJE4VKXskvEAgpoo=">AAAC8XichVFNT9tAEH1xaQvpl2m PXCyiVsklchBSe0GKlFJxQXJFQyJBFK2dTWrFsa21g5SG/AP+ADf ElRtX+CPwW3ro262p1EYVa61n5s3M2/nw0yjMcte9K1lPVp4+e766 Vn7x8tXrN/b628MsmapAtoMkSlTXF5mMwli28zCPZDdVUkz8SHb8 cUv7OydSZWESf8tnqexNxCgOh2EgckJ9+4PXn/vTRbV1elBzdpzj oRLB3KsenLZqjldt1RbaqC36dsWtu+Y4y0qjUCoojpfY9zjGAAkCT DGBRIycegSBjN8RGnCREuthTkxRC41fYoEyc6eMkowQRMf8j2gdF WhMW3NmJjvgKxGvYqaD97xfDKPPaP2qpJ5R/uT9YbDRf1+YG2Zd4 YzSJ+OaYdwnnuM7Ix7LnBSRD7U8nqm7yjHEJ9NNyPpSg+g+gz88n+ lRxMbG42DXRI7I4Rv7hBOIKdusQE/5gcExHQ8ohZHSsMQFoyCfot TTZz1cc+PfpS4rh1v1BvWv25XmVrHwVWxgE1Vu9SOa2IPHOgKc4R o3uLUy69y6sC5/h1qlIucd/jrW1S+En5wV</latexit>
Ptd(S)
<latexit sha1_base64="kkJvZmd19UtD+fIGdSvOksAb/SY=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3caleZFsC23pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4PBKa9p 5SlpZXVtfSmez6xubWdm5ntx75g9BiNct3/LBpGhFzuMdqgguHNYOQGa7psIbZP4v9jSELI+57VTEKWNs1bI/3uGUIUHeVzkR0p4Xbo0 4urxU1udR5oCcgT8mq+LkPuqcu+WTRgFxi5JEAdsigCF+LdNIoANemCbgQiEs/oyllkTtAFEOEAbaPv41TK2E9nGPNSGZbuMXBDpGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoAj2E/sseTsf2+YSOW4whGsCcWMVLwGL+gBEYsy3SRyVsvizLgrQT06ld1w1BdIJu7T+tE5hycE15celS5kpA0NU56HeAEP toYK4leeKaiy4y6sIS2TKl6iaEAvhI1fH/VgzPrfoc6DeqmoA98c58ulZOBp2qcDKmCqJ1SmK6qgDguVvNArvSlVZaw8Kk/foUoqydmj X0t5/gKrEZH0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkJvZmd19UtD+fIGdSvOksAb/SY=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3caleZFsC23pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4PBKa9p 5SlpZXVtfSmez6xubWdm5ntx75g9BiNct3/LBpGhFzuMdqgguHNYOQGa7psIbZP4v9jSELI+57VTEKWNs1bI/3uGUIUHeVzkR0p4Xbo0 4urxU1udR5oCcgT8mq+LkPuqcu+WTRgFxi5JEAdsigCF+LdNIoANemCbgQiEs/oyllkTtAFEOEAbaPv41TK2E9nGPNSGZbuMXBDpGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoAj2E/sseTsf2+YSOW4whGsCcWMVLwGL+gBEYsy3SRyVsvizLgrQT06ld1w1BdIJu7T+tE5hycE15celS5kpA0NU56HeAEP toYK4leeKaiy4y6sIS2TKl6iaEAvhI1fH/VgzPrfoc6DeqmoA98c58ulZOBp2qcDKmCqJ1SmK6qgDguVvNArvSlVZaw8Kk/foUoqydmj X0t5/gKrEZH0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkJvZmd19UtD+fIGdSvOksAb/SY=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3caleZFsC23pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4PBKa9p 5SlpZXVtfSmez6xubWdm5ntx75g9BiNct3/LBpGhFzuMdqgguHNYOQGa7psIbZP4v9jSELI+57VTEKWNs1bI/3uGUIUHeVzkR0p4Xbo0 4urxU1udR5oCcgT8mq+LkPuqcu+WTRgFxi5JEAdsigCF+LdNIoANemCbgQiEs/oyllkTtAFEOEAbaPv41TK2E9nGPNSGZbuMXBDpGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoAj2E/sseTsf2+YSOW4whGsCcWMVLwGL+gBEYsy3SRyVsvizLgrQT06ld1w1BdIJu7T+tE5hycE15celS5kpA0NU56HeAEP toYK4leeKaiy4y6sIS2TKl6iaEAvhI1fH/VgzPrfoc6DeqmoA98c58ulZOBp2qcDKmCqJ1SmK6qgDguVvNArvSlVZaw8Kk/foUoqydmj X0t5/gKrEZH0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkJvZmd19UtD+fIGdSvOksAb/SY=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3caleZFsC23pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4PBKa9p 5SlpZXVtfSmez6xubWdm5ntx75g9BiNct3/LBpGhFzuMdqgguHNYOQGa7psIbZP4v9jSELI+57VTEKWNs1bI/3uGUIUHeVzkR0p4Xbo0 4urxU1udR5oCcgT8mq+LkPuqcu+WTRgFxi5JEAdsigCF+LdNIoANemCbgQiEs/oyllkTtAFEOEAbaPv41TK2E9nGPNSGZbuMXBDpGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoAj2E/sseTsf2+YSOW4whGsCcWMVLwGL+gBEYsy3SRyVsvizLgrQT06ld1w1BdIJu7T+tE5hycE15celS5kpA0NU56HeAEP toYK4leeKaiy4y6sIS2TKl6iaEAvhI1fH/VgzPrfoc6DeqmoA98c58ulZOBp2qcDKmCqJ1SmK6qgDguVvNArvSlVZaw8Kk/foUoqydmj X0t5/gKrEZH0</latexit>
=
C
Ptd(S|C)P (C)
<latexit sha1_base64="AAUioNyJbMPPHi01uNufzFxz/A4=">AAAC5 HichVFNS8NAEH3Gr/pd9SRegkWoF0mLoBdBqIoXoaLVQltKkm5raL5ItkKt4h/wJl69edXfo7/Fgy9rFFTEDZt5+2bm7cyOFbpOLA3jZUgbHhkdG 89MTE5Nz8zOZecXTuOgF9miYgduEFUtMxau44uKdKQrqmEkTM9yxZnVLSX+swsRxU7gn8h+KBqe2fGdtmObklQzu7St1+Oe1yzp5eZAtq7zx1elNb 2cL601szlj3VBL/w0KKcghXeUg+4o6WghgowcPAj4ksQsTMb8aCjAQkmtgQC4icpRf4BqTzO0xSjDCJNvlv8NTLWV9nhPNWGXbvMXljpipY5V7Xy lajE5uFcQx7Rv3peI6f94wUMpJhX1ai4oTSvGQvMQ5I/7L9NLIz1r+z0y6kmhjS3XjsL5QMUmf9pfOLj0Rua7y6NhTkR1qWOp8wRfwaSusIHnlTwV dddyiNZUVSsVPFU3qRbTJ67Mejrnwc6i/wWlxvUB8tJHbKaYDz2AZK8hzqpvYwQHKrMPGDR7xhGetrd1qd9r9R6g2lOYs4tvSHt4B6/WXWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAUioNyJbMPPHi01uNufzFxz/A4=">AAAC5 HichVFNS8NAEH3Gr/pd9SRegkWoF0mLoBdBqIoXoaLVQltKkm5raL5ItkKt4h/wJl69edXfo7/Fgy9rFFTEDZt5+2bm7cyOFbpOLA3jZUgbHhkdG 89MTE5Nz8zOZecXTuOgF9miYgduEFUtMxau44uKdKQrqmEkTM9yxZnVLSX+swsRxU7gn8h+KBqe2fGdtmObklQzu7St1+Oe1yzp5eZAtq7zx1elNb 2cL601szlj3VBL/w0KKcghXeUg+4o6WghgowcPAj4ksQsTMb8aCjAQkmtgQC4icpRf4BqTzO0xSjDCJNvlv8NTLWV9nhPNWGXbvMXljpipY5V7Xy lajE5uFcQx7Rv3peI6f94wUMpJhX1ai4oTSvGQvMQ5I/7L9NLIz1r+z0y6kmhjS3XjsL5QMUmf9pfOLj0Rua7y6NhTkR1qWOp8wRfwaSusIHnlTwV dddyiNZUVSsVPFU3qRbTJ67Mejrnwc6i/wWlxvUB8tJHbKaYDz2AZK8hzqpvYwQHKrMPGDR7xhGetrd1qd9r9R6g2lOYs4tvSHt4B6/WXWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAUioNyJbMPPHi01uNufzFxz/A4=">AAAC5 HichVFNS8NAEH3Gr/pd9SRegkWoF0mLoBdBqIoXoaLVQltKkm5raL5ItkKt4h/wJl69edXfo7/Fgy9rFFTEDZt5+2bm7cyOFbpOLA3jZUgbHhkdG 89MTE5Nz8zOZecXTuOgF9miYgduEFUtMxau44uKdKQrqmEkTM9yxZnVLSX+swsRxU7gn8h+KBqe2fGdtmObklQzu7St1+Oe1yzp5eZAtq7zx1elNb 2cL601szlj3VBL/w0KKcghXeUg+4o6WghgowcPAj4ksQsTMb8aCjAQkmtgQC4icpRf4BqTzO0xSjDCJNvlv8NTLWV9nhPNWGXbvMXljpipY5V7Xy lajE5uFcQx7Rv3peI6f94wUMpJhX1ai4oTSvGQvMQ5I/7L9NLIz1r+z0y6kmhjS3XjsL5QMUmf9pfOLj0Rua7y6NhTkR1qWOp8wRfwaSusIHnlTwV dddyiNZUVSsVPFU3qRbTJ67Mejrnwc6i/wWlxvUB8tJHbKaYDz2AZK8hzqpvYwQHKrMPGDR7xhGetrd1qd9r9R6g2lOYs4tvSHt4B6/WXWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAUioNyJbMPPHi01uNufzFxz/A4=">AAAC5 HichVFNS8NAEH3Gr/pd9SRegkWoF0mLoBdBqIoXoaLVQltKkm5raL5ItkKt4h/wJl69edXfo7/Fgy9rFFTEDZt5+2bm7cyOFbpOLA3jZUgbHhkdG 89MTE5Nz8zOZecXTuOgF9miYgduEFUtMxau44uKdKQrqmEkTM9yxZnVLSX+swsRxU7gn8h+KBqe2fGdtmObklQzu7St1+Oe1yzp5eZAtq7zx1elNb 2cL601szlj3VBL/w0KKcghXeUg+4o6WghgowcPAj4ksQsTMb8aCjAQkmtgQC4icpRf4BqTzO0xSjDCJNvlv8NTLWV9nhPNWGXbvMXljpipY5V7Xy lajE5uFcQx7Rv3peI6f94wUMpJhX1ai4oTSvGQvMQ5I/7L9NLIz1r+z0y6kmhjS3XjsL5QMUmf9pfOLj0Rua7y6NhTkR1qWOp8wRfwaSusIHnlTwV dddyiNZUVSsVPFU3qRbTJ67Mejrnwc6i/wWlxvUB8tJHbKaYDz2AZK8hzqpvYwQHKrMPGDR7xhGetrd1qd9r9R6g2lOYs4tvSHt4B6/WXWA==</l atexit>
Pbu(S)
<latexit sha1_base64="DjYgDFKPYfQ1U8j+8zYqJgnKNMQ=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3dbQvNhsCm3pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4dig07T 2lLC2vrK6lM9n1jc2t7dzObj30I26xmuU7Pm+aRsgc22M1YQuHNQPODNd0WMMcnMX+xpDx0Pa9qhgFrO0afc/u2ZYhQN1VOhMzmhZujz q5vFbU5FLngZ6APCWr4uc+6J665JNFEbnEyCMB7JBBIb4W6aRRAK5NE3AcyJZ+RlPKIjdCFEOEAXaAfx+nVsJ6OMeaocy2cIuDzZGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoBD2E/sseT6/94wkcpxhSNYE4oZqXgNXtADIhZluknkrJbFmXFXgnp0KruxUV8gmbhP60fnHB4ObiA9Kl3IyD40THke4gU8 2BoqiF95pqDKjruwhrRMqniJogE9Dhu/PurBmPW/Q50H9VJRB745zpdLycDTtE8HVMBUT6hMV1RBHRYqeaFXelOqylh5VJ6+Q5VUkrNH v5by/AWolZHz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DjYgDFKPYfQ1U8j+8zYqJgnKNMQ=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3dbQvNhsCm3pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4dig07T 2lLC2vrK6lM9n1jc2t7dzObj30I26xmuU7Pm+aRsgc22M1YQuHNQPODNd0WMMcnMX+xpDx0Pa9qhgFrO0afc/u2ZYhQN1VOhMzmhZujz q5vFbU5FLngZ6APCWr4uc+6J665JNFEbnEyCMB7JBBIb4W6aRRAK5NE3AcyJZ+RlPKIjdCFEOEAXaAfx+nVsJ6OMeaocy2cIuDzZGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoBD2E/sseT6/94wkcpxhSNYE4oZqXgNXtADIhZluknkrJbFmXFXgnp0KruxUV8gmbhP60fnHB4ObiA9Kl3IyD40THke4gU8 2BoqiF95pqDKjruwhrRMqniJogE9Dhu/PurBmPW/Q50H9VJRB745zpdLycDTtE8HVMBUT6hMV1RBHRYqeaFXelOqylh5VJ6+Q5VUkrNH v5by/AWolZHz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DjYgDFKPYfQ1U8j+8zYqJgnKNMQ=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3dbQvNhsCm3pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4dig07T 2lLC2vrK6lM9n1jc2t7dzObj30I26xmuU7Pm+aRsgc22M1YQuHNQPODNd0WMMcnMX+xpDx0Pa9qhgFrO0afc/u2ZYhQN1VOhMzmhZujz q5vFbU5FLngZ6APCWr4uc+6J665JNFEbnEyCMB7JBBIb4W6aRRAK5NE3AcyJZ+RlPKIjdCFEOEAXaAfx+nVsJ6OMeaocy2cIuDzZGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoBD2E/sseT6/94wkcpxhSNYE4oZqXgNXtADIhZluknkrJbFmXFXgnp0KruxUV8gmbhP60fnHB4ObiA9Kl3IyD40THke4gU8 2BoqiF95pqDKjruwhrRMqniJogE9Dhu/PurBmPW/Q50H9VJRB745zpdLycDTtE8HVMBUT6hMV1RBHRYqeaFXelOqylh5VJ6+Q5VUkrNH v5by/AWolZHz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DjYgDFKPYfQ1U8j+8zYqJgnKNMQ=">A AAC0nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRKvYltZQk3dbQvNhsCm3pQbx686o/TH+LB7+sqaBFumEz334z8+3Mjhk4dig07T 2lLC2vrK6lM9n1jc2t7dzObj30I26xmuU7Pm+aRsgc22M1YQuHNQPODNd0WMMcnMX+xpDx0Pa9qhgFrO0afc/u2ZYhQN1VOhMzmhZujz q5vFbU5FLngZ6APCWr4uc+6J665JNFEbnEyCMB7JBBIb4W6aRRAK5NE3AcyJZ+RlPKIjdCFEOEAXaAfx+nVsJ6OMeaocy2cIuDzZGp0iH 2pVQ0ER3fyoBD2E/sseT6/94wkcpxhSNYE4oZqXgNXtADIhZluknkrJbFmXFXgnp0KruxUV8gmbhP60fnHB4ObiA9Kl3IyD40THke4gU8 2BoqiF95pqDKjruwhrRMqniJogE9Dhu/PurBmPW/Q50H9VJRB745zpdLycDTtE8HVMBUT6hMV1RBHRYqeaFXelOqylh5VJ6+Q5VUkrNH v5by/AWolZHz</latexit>
=
V
Pbu(S|V )P (V )
<latexit sha1_base64="w1F4QjcNP1nAiehIWn9m9YwLY0U=">AAAC5H ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qq7ETbAIdSOpCLoRCj5wI1S0UVApSZzW0LzIQ6i1+APuxK07t/o9+i0uPBmjoEWcMLlnzr33zL1zzcCxo1jTXnPK0PDI6Fi+ UByfmJyaLs3M6pGfhJZoWL7jhyemEQnH9kQjtmNHnAShMFzTEcdmZyv1H1+JMLJ97yjuBuLcNdqe3bItIybVLM1vqmdR4jZ1td7smUm/cnijL6v1ir7 cLJW1FU0udRBUM1BGtup+6Q1nuIAPCwlcCHiIiR0YiPidogoNAblz9MiFRLb0C/RRZG7CKMEIg2yH/zZPpxnr8ZxqRjLb4i0Od8hMFUvcu1LRZHR6qy COaN+5ryXX/vOGnlROK+zSmlQsSMV98jEuGfFfpptFftXyf2baVYwWNmQ3NusLJJP2aX3rbNMTkutIj4odGdmmhinPV3wBj7bBCtJX/lJQZccXtIa0 Qqp4maJBvZA2fX3WwzFXfw91EOirK1Xig7VybTUbeB4LWESFU11HDXuosw4Lt3jCM16UlnKn3CsPn6FKLsuZw4+lPH4Ac/+XkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w1F4QjcNP1nAiehIWn9m9YwLY0U=">AAAC5H ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qq7ETbAIdSOpCLoRCj5wI1S0UVApSZzW0LzIQ6i1+APuxK07t/o9+i0uPBmjoEWcMLlnzr33zL1zzcCxo1jTXnPK0PDI6Fi+ UByfmJyaLs3M6pGfhJZoWL7jhyemEQnH9kQjtmNHnAShMFzTEcdmZyv1H1+JMLJ97yjuBuLcNdqe3bItIybVLM1vqmdR4jZ1td7smUm/cnijL6v1ir7 cLJW1FU0udRBUM1BGtup+6Q1nuIAPCwlcCHiIiR0YiPidogoNAblz9MiFRLb0C/RRZG7CKMEIg2yH/zZPpxnr8ZxqRjLb4i0Od8hMFUvcu1LRZHR6qy COaN+5ryXX/vOGnlROK+zSmlQsSMV98jEuGfFfpptFftXyf2baVYwWNmQ3NusLJJP2aX3rbNMTkutIj4odGdmmhinPV3wBj7bBCtJX/lJQZccXtIa0 Qqp4maJBvZA2fX3WwzFXfw91EOirK1Xig7VybTUbeB4LWESFU11HDXuosw4Lt3jCM16UlnKn3CsPn6FKLsuZw4+lPH4Ac/+XkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w1F4QjcNP1nAiehIWn9m9YwLY0U=">AAAC5H ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qq7ETbAIdSOpCLoRCj5wI1S0UVApSZzW0LzIQ6i1+APuxK07t/o9+i0uPBmjoEWcMLlnzr33zL1zzcCxo1jTXnPK0PDI6Fi+ UByfmJyaLs3M6pGfhJZoWL7jhyemEQnH9kQjtmNHnAShMFzTEcdmZyv1H1+JMLJ97yjuBuLcNdqe3bItIybVLM1vqmdR4jZ1td7smUm/cnijL6v1ir7 cLJW1FU0udRBUM1BGtup+6Q1nuIAPCwlcCHiIiR0YiPidogoNAblz9MiFRLb0C/RRZG7CKMEIg2yH/zZPpxnr8ZxqRjLb4i0Od8hMFUvcu1LRZHR6qy COaN+5ryXX/vOGnlROK+zSmlQsSMV98jEuGfFfpptFftXyf2baVYwWNmQ3NusLJJP2aX3rbNMTkutIj4odGdmmhinPV3wBj7bBCtJX/lJQZccXtIa0 Qqp4maJBvZA2fX3WwzFXfw91EOirK1Xig7VybTUbeB4LWESFU11HDXuosw4Lt3jCM16UlnKn3CsPn6FKLsuZw4+lPH4Ac/+XkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w1F4QjcNP1nAiehIWn9m9YwLY0U=">AAAC5H ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qq7ETbAIdSOpCLoRCj5wI1S0UVApSZzW0LzIQ6i1+APuxK07t/o9+i0uPBmjoEWcMLlnzr33zL1zzcCxo1jTXnPK0PDI6Fi+ UByfmJyaLs3M6pGfhJZoWL7jhyemEQnH9kQjtmNHnAShMFzTEcdmZyv1H1+JMLJ97yjuBuLcNdqe3bItIybVLM1vqmdR4jZ1td7smUm/cnijL6v1ir7 cLJW1FU0udRBUM1BGtup+6Q1nuIAPCwlcCHiIiR0YiPidogoNAblz9MiFRLb0C/RRZG7CKMEIg2yH/zZPpxnr8ZxqRjLb4i0Od8hMFUvcu1LRZHR6qy COaN+5ryXX/vOGnlROK+zSmlQsSMV98jEuGfFfpptFftXyf2baVYwWNmQ3NusLJJP2aX3rbNMTkutIj4odGdmmhinPV3wBj7bBCtJX/lJQZccXtIa0 Qqp4maJBvZA2fX3WwzFXfw91EOirK1Xig7VybTUbeB4LWESFU11HDXuosw4Lt3jCM16UlnKn3CsPn6FKLsuZw4+lPH4Ac/+XkA==</latexit>
P (M)
<latexit sha1_base64="tGldw taVErHBlIHvE92rxnnjItE=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IWQY8FH3gpVrAPqEWSdBtD82KzKdSqV29e9a/pb/Hgt2s qaJFu2MzsN998O7NjRZ4bC8N4z2gLi0vLK9lcfnVtfWOzsLXdisOE 26xph17IO5YZM88NWFO4wmOdiDPTtzzWtoYnMt4eMR67YXAtxhHr +aYTuAPXNoWEGqX6wW2haJQNtfRZp5I6RUpXIyx80A31KSSbEvKJ UUACvkcmxfi6VCGDImA9mgDj8FwVZ/RIeeQmYDEwTKBD/B2cuika4 Cw1Y5Vt4xYPmyNTp33sc6VogS1vZfBj2E/se4U5/94wUcqywjGsB cWcUqwDF3QHxrxMP2VOa5mfKbsSNKBj1Y2L+iKFyD7tH51TRDiwo YrodKaYDjQsdR7hBQLYJiqQrzxV0FXHfVhTWaZUglTRhB6Hla+Pej Dmyt+hzjqtarkC/+qwWKumA8/SLu1RCVM9ohpdUAN12Oj6hV7pTb vUEu1Be/qmapk0Z4d+Le35C5Ytj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tGldw taVErHBlIHvE92rxnnjItE=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IWQY8FH3gpVrAPqEWSdBtD82KzKdSqV29e9a/pb/Hgt2s qaJFu2MzsN998O7NjRZ4bC8N4z2gLi0vLK9lcfnVtfWOzsLXdisOE 26xph17IO5YZM88NWFO4wmOdiDPTtzzWtoYnMt4eMR67YXAtxhHr +aYTuAPXNoWEGqX6wW2haJQNtfRZp5I6RUpXIyx80A31KSSbEvKJ UUACvkcmxfi6VCGDImA9mgDj8FwVZ/RIeeQmYDEwTKBD/B2cuika4 Cw1Y5Vt4xYPmyNTp33sc6VogS1vZfBj2E/se4U5/94wUcqywjGsB cWcUqwDF3QHxrxMP2VOa5mfKbsSNKBj1Y2L+iKFyD7tH51TRDiwo YrodKaYDjQsdR7hBQLYJiqQrzxV0FXHfVhTWaZUglTRhB6Hla+Pej Dmyt+hzjqtarkC/+qwWKumA8/SLu1RCVM9ohpdUAN12Oj6hV7pTb vUEu1Be/qmapk0Z4d+Le35C5Ytj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tGldw taVErHBlIHvE92rxnnjItE=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IWQY8FH3gpVrAPqEWSdBtD82KzKdSqV29e9a/pb/Hgt2s qaJFu2MzsN998O7NjRZ4bC8N4z2gLi0vLK9lcfnVtfWOzsLXdisOE 26xph17IO5YZM88NWFO4wmOdiDPTtzzWtoYnMt4eMR67YXAtxhHr +aYTuAPXNoWEGqX6wW2haJQNtfRZp5I6RUpXIyx80A31KSSbEvKJ UUACvkcmxfi6VCGDImA9mgDj8FwVZ/RIeeQmYDEwTKBD/B2cuika4 Cw1Y5Vt4xYPmyNTp33sc6VogS1vZfBj2E/se4U5/94wUcqywjGsB cWcUqwDF3QHxrxMP2VOa5mfKbsSNKBj1Y2L+iKFyD7tH51TRDiwo YrodKaYDjQsdR7hBQLYJiqQrzxV0FXHfVhTWaZUglTRhB6Hla+Pej Dmyt+hzjqtarkC/+qwWKumA8/SLu1RCVM9ohpdUAN12Oj6hV7pTb vUEu1Be/qmapk0Z4d+Le35C5Ytj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tGldw taVErHBlIHvE92rxnnjItE=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IWQY8FH3gpVrAPqEWSdBtD82KzKdSqV29e9a/pb/Hgt2s qaJFu2MzsN998O7NjRZ4bC8N4z2gLi0vLK9lcfnVtfWOzsLXdisOE 26xph17IO5YZM88NWFO4wmOdiDPTtzzWtoYnMt4eMR67YXAtxhHr +aYTuAPXNoWEGqX6wW2haJQNtfRZp5I6RUpXIyx80A31KSSbEvKJ UUACvkcmxfi6VCGDImA9mgDj8FwVZ/RIeeQmYDEwTKBD/B2cuika4 Cw1Y5Vt4xYPmyNTp33sc6VogS1vZfBj2E/se4U5/94wUcqywjGsB cWcUqwDF3QHxrxMP2VOa5mfKbsSNKBj1Y2L+iKFyD7tH51TRDiwo YrodKaYDjQsdR7hBQLYJiqQrzxV0FXHfVhTWaZUglTRhB6Hla+Pej Dmyt+hzjqtarkC/+qwWKumA8/SLu1RCVM9ohpdUAN12Oj6hV7pTb vUEu1Be/qmapk0Z4d+Le35C5Ytj40=</latexit>
M = R2
<latexit sha1_base64="p5MRg p7/Yc7aBWiwLl/7k9VZ39M=">AAAC23ichVFLS8NAEJ7Gd31FPXo JFsFTSYqgF6HgAy+Cin1AW8tuum1D8yLZFmrpyZt49eZV/5P+Fg9 +WaOgRbphM99+M/PtzA4PXSeWpvmW0WZm5+YXFpeyyyura+v6xmY5 DvqRLUp24AZRlbNYuI4vStKRrqiGkWAed0WF944Tf2UgotgJ/Bs5 DEXDYx3faTs2k6Caun5hHBl1j8ku56Pr8W2hqefMvKmWMQmsFOQo XZeB/k51alFANvXJI0E+SWCXGMX4amSRSSG4Bo3ARUCO8gsaUxa5f UQJRDCwPfw7ONVS1sc50YxVto1bXOwImQbtYp8pRY7o5FYBHMN+Y N8prvPvDSOlnFQ4hOVQXFKKF+AldRExLdNLI79rmZ6ZdCWpTYeqG wf1hYpJ+rR/dE7gicD1lMegUxXZgQZX5wFewIctoYLklb8VDNVxC5 YpK5SKnyoy6EWwyeujHozZ+jvUSVAu5C3gq/1csZAOfJG2aYf2MN UDKtI5XaIOGzU90wu9ag3tXnvQHr9CtUyas0W/lvb0Cd8MlLY=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5MRg p7/Yc7aBWiwLl/7k9VZ39M=">AAAC23ichVFLS8NAEJ7Gd31FPXo JFsFTSYqgF6HgAy+Cin1AW8tuum1D8yLZFmrpyZt49eZV/5P+Fg9 +WaOgRbphM99+M/PtzA4PXSeWpvmW0WZm5+YXFpeyyyura+v6xmY5 DvqRLUp24AZRlbNYuI4vStKRrqiGkWAed0WF944Tf2UgotgJ/Bs5 DEXDYx3faTs2k6Caun5hHBl1j8ku56Pr8W2hqefMvKmWMQmsFOQo XZeB/k51alFANvXJI0E+SWCXGMX4amSRSSG4Bo3ARUCO8gsaUxa5f UQJRDCwPfw7ONVS1sc50YxVto1bXOwImQbtYp8pRY7o5FYBHMN+Y N8prvPvDSOlnFQ4hOVQXFKKF+AldRExLdNLI79rmZ6ZdCWpTYeqG wf1hYpJ+rR/dE7gicD1lMegUxXZgQZX5wFewIctoYLklb8VDNVxC5 YpK5SKnyoy6EWwyeujHozZ+jvUSVAu5C3gq/1csZAOfJG2aYf2MN UDKtI5XaIOGzU90wu9ag3tXnvQHr9CtUyas0W/lvb0Cd8MlLY=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5MRg p7/Yc7aBWiwLl/7k9VZ39M=">AAAC23ichVFLS8NAEJ7Gd31FPXo JFsFTSYqgF6HgAy+Cin1AW8tuum1D8yLZFmrpyZt49eZV/5P+Fg9 +WaOgRbphM99+M/PtzA4PXSeWpvmW0WZm5+YXFpeyyyura+v6xmY5 DvqRLUp24AZRlbNYuI4vStKRrqiGkWAed0WF944Tf2UgotgJ/Bs5 DEXDYx3faTs2k6Caun5hHBl1j8ku56Pr8W2hqefMvKmWMQmsFOQo XZeB/k51alFANvXJI0E+SWCXGMX4amSRSSG4Bo3ARUCO8gsaUxa5f UQJRDCwPfw7ONVS1sc50YxVto1bXOwImQbtYp8pRY7o5FYBHMN+Y N8prvPvDSOlnFQ4hOVQXFKKF+AldRExLdNLI79rmZ6ZdCWpTYeqG wf1hYpJ+rR/dE7gicD1lMegUxXZgQZX5wFewIctoYLklb8VDNVxC5 YpK5SKnyoy6EWwyeujHozZ+jvUSVAu5C3gq/1csZAOfJG2aYf2MN UDKtI5XaIOGzU90wu9ag3tXnvQHr9CtUyas0W/lvb0Cd8MlLY=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5MRg p7/Yc7aBWiwLl/7k9VZ39M=">AAAC23ichVFLS8NAEJ7Gd31FPXo JFsFTSYqgF6HgAy+Cin1AW8tuum1D8yLZFmrpyZt49eZV/5P+Fg9 +WaOgRbphM99+M/PtzA4PXSeWpvmW0WZm5+YXFpeyyyura+v6xmY5 DvqRLUp24AZRlbNYuI4vStKRrqiGkWAed0WF944Tf2UgotgJ/Bs5 DEXDYx3faTs2k6Caun5hHBl1j8ku56Pr8W2hqefMvKmWMQmsFOQo XZeB/k51alFANvXJI0E+SWCXGMX4amSRSSG4Bo3ARUCO8gsaUxa5f UQJRDCwPfw7ONVS1sc50YxVto1bXOwImQbtYp8pRY7o5FYBHMN+Y N8prvPvDSOlnFQ4hOVQXFKKF+AldRExLdNLI79rmZ6ZdCWpTYeqG wf1hYpJ+rR/dE7gicD1lMegUxXZgQZX5wFewIctoYLklb8VDNVxC5 YpK5SKnyoy6EWwyeujHozZ+jvUSVAu5C3gq/1csZAOfJG2aYf2MN UDKtI5XaIOGzU90wu9ag3tXnvQHr9CtUyas0W/lvb0Cd8MlLY=</ latexit>
S = {s1, . . . , sm} with si 2 R2⇥di
<latexit sha1_base64="LL3jV T9A5jvZI/DmU2VYj+Fg3yg=">AAADEXichVHLahRBFD1pH3n4GnX ppnAQXITQPQR0IwSiwY0QH5ME0rGp6qnMFNMvumqisRl/wt/wB9y JW3fufHyKC0+XHUGDpJrqe++59566D1Vlxrow/LoQnDt/4eLi0vLK pctXrl7rXb+xY8tZnephWmZlvaek1Zkp9NAZl+m9qtYyV5neVdPN 1r97pGtryuKFO670QS7HhTk0qXSEkt7Wc/FAxI1NolURj0pnV4VN 8ngu3sZOv3bNK+MmNGxiRGwKEefSTZRqns1fNoPYmVxbMUrMPOn1w 7XQH3FaiTqlj+5sl71viDFCiRQz5NAo4KhnkLD89hEhREXsAA2xm prxfo05Vpg7Y5RmhCQ65X9Ma79DC9otp/XZKV/JeGtmCtzh3fKMi tHtq5q6pfzJ+8Zj4/++0HjmtsJjSkXGZc/4hLjDhBFnZeZd5EktZ2 e2XTkc4r7vxrC+yiNtn+kfnof01MSm3iPwyEeOyaG8fcQJFJRDVt BO+YRB+I5HlNJL7VmKjlGSr6Zsp896uObo36WeVnYGaxH1p+v9jU G38CXcwm3c5VbvYQOPsc06UrzHF3zHj+Bd8CH4GHz6HRosdDk38dc JPv8CboSq+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LL3jV T9A5jvZI/DmU2VYj+Fg3yg=">AAADEXichVHLahRBFD1pH3n4GnX ppnAQXITQPQR0IwSiwY0QH5ME0rGp6qnMFNMvumqisRl/wt/wB9y JW3fufHyKC0+XHUGDpJrqe++59566D1Vlxrow/LoQnDt/4eLi0vLK pctXrl7rXb+xY8tZnephWmZlvaek1Zkp9NAZl+m9qtYyV5neVdPN 1r97pGtryuKFO670QS7HhTk0qXSEkt7Wc/FAxI1NolURj0pnV4VN 8ngu3sZOv3bNK+MmNGxiRGwKEefSTZRqns1fNoPYmVxbMUrMPOn1w 7XQH3FaiTqlj+5sl71viDFCiRQz5NAo4KhnkLD89hEhREXsAA2xm prxfo05Vpg7Y5RmhCQ65X9Ma79DC9otp/XZKV/JeGtmCtzh3fKMi tHtq5q6pfzJ+8Zj4/++0HjmtsJjSkXGZc/4hLjDhBFnZeZd5EktZ2 e2XTkc4r7vxrC+yiNtn+kfnof01MSm3iPwyEeOyaG8fcQJFJRDVt BO+YRB+I5HlNJL7VmKjlGSr6Zsp896uObo36WeVnYGaxH1p+v9jU G38CXcwm3c5VbvYQOPsc06UrzHF3zHj+Bd8CH4GHz6HRosdDk38dc JPv8CboSq+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LL3jV T9A5jvZI/DmU2VYj+Fg3yg=">AAADEXichVHLahRBFD1pH3n4GnX ppnAQXITQPQR0IwSiwY0QH5ME0rGp6qnMFNMvumqisRl/wt/wB9y JW3fufHyKC0+XHUGDpJrqe++59566D1Vlxrow/LoQnDt/4eLi0vLK pctXrl7rXb+xY8tZnephWmZlvaek1Zkp9NAZl+m9qtYyV5neVdPN 1r97pGtryuKFO670QS7HhTk0qXSEkt7Wc/FAxI1NolURj0pnV4VN 8ngu3sZOv3bNK+MmNGxiRGwKEefSTZRqns1fNoPYmVxbMUrMPOn1w 7XQH3FaiTqlj+5sl71viDFCiRQz5NAo4KhnkLD89hEhREXsAA2xm prxfo05Vpg7Y5RmhCQ65X9Ma79DC9otp/XZKV/JeGtmCtzh3fKMi tHtq5q6pfzJ+8Zj4/++0HjmtsJjSkXGZc/4hLjDhBFnZeZd5EktZ2 e2XTkc4r7vxrC+yiNtn+kfnof01MSm3iPwyEeOyaG8fcQJFJRDVt BO+YRB+I5HlNJL7VmKjlGSr6Zsp896uObo36WeVnYGaxH1p+v9jU G38CXcwm3c5VbvYQOPsc06UrzHF3zHj+Bd8CH4GHz6HRosdDk38dc JPv8CboSq+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LL3jV T9A5jvZI/DmU2VYj+Fg3yg=">AAADEXichVHLahRBFD1pH3n4GnX ppnAQXITQPQR0IwSiwY0QH5ME0rGp6qnMFNMvumqisRl/wt/wB9y JW3fufHyKC0+XHUGDpJrqe++59566D1Vlxrow/LoQnDt/4eLi0vLK pctXrl7rXb+xY8tZnephWmZlvaek1Zkp9NAZl+m9qtYyV5neVdPN 1r97pGtryuKFO670QS7HhTk0qXSEkt7Wc/FAxI1NolURj0pnV4VN 8ngu3sZOv3bNK+MmNGxiRGwKEefSTZRqns1fNoPYmVxbMUrMPOn1w 7XQH3FaiTqlj+5sl71viDFCiRQz5NAo4KhnkLD89hEhREXsAA2xm prxfo05Vpg7Y5RmhCQ65X9Ma79DC9otp/XZKV/JeGtmCtzh3fKMi tHtq5q6pfzJ+8Zj4/++0HjmtsJjSkXGZc/4hLjDhBFnZeZd5EktZ2 e2XTkc4r7vxrC+yiNtn+kfnof01MSm3iPwyEeOyaG8fcQJFJRDVt BO+YRB+I5HlNJL7VmKjlGSr6Zsp896uObo36WeVnYGaxH1p+v9jU G38CXcwm3c5VbvYQOPsc06UrzHF3zHj+Bd8CH4GHz6HRosdDk38dc JPv8CboSq+Q==</latexit>
P (V )
<latexit sha1_base64="CFiijE6MiGuvXJerkCb6LWSounc=">A AACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7yIFewDapEk3caleZFsCrXq1ZtX/Wv6Wzz47ZoKWqQbNjP7zTffzuzYkccTYRjvOW 1ufmFxKV8oLq+srq2XNjabSZjGDms4oRfGbdtKmMcD1hBceKwdxczybY+17MGxjLeGLE54GFyLUcS6vuUGvM8dS0ioXmnu3ZbKRtVQS5 92zMwpU7bqYemDbqhHITmUkk+MAhLwPbIowdchkwyKgHVpDCyGx1Wc0SMVkZuCxcCwgA7wd3HqZGiAs9RMVLaDWzzsGJk67WKfKUUbbHk rg5/AfmLfK8z994axUpYVjmBtKBaU4gVwQXdgzMr0M+akltmZsitBfTpS3XDUFylE9un86JwgEgMbqIhOp4rpQsNW5yFeIIBtoAL5yhMF XXXcg7WUZUolyBQt6MWw8vVRD8Zs/h3qtNPcr5rwrw7Ktf1s4Hnaph2qYKqHVKNzqqMOB12/0Cu9aZdaqj1oT99ULZflbNGvpT1/AavM j5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFiijE6MiGuvXJerkCb6LWSounc=">A AACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7yIFewDapEk3caleZFsCrXq1ZtX/Wv6Wzz47ZoKWqQbNjP7zTffzuzYkccTYRjvOW 1ufmFxKV8oLq+srq2XNjabSZjGDms4oRfGbdtKmMcD1hBceKwdxczybY+17MGxjLeGLE54GFyLUcS6vuUGvM8dS0ioXmnu3ZbKRtVQS5 92zMwpU7bqYemDbqhHITmUkk+MAhLwPbIowdchkwyKgHVpDCyGx1Wc0SMVkZuCxcCwgA7wd3HqZGiAs9RMVLaDWzzsGJk67WKfKUUbbHk rg5/AfmLfK8z994axUpYVjmBtKBaU4gVwQXdgzMr0M+akltmZsitBfTpS3XDUFylE9un86JwgEgMbqIhOp4rpQsNW5yFeIIBtoAL5yhMF XXXcg7WUZUolyBQt6MWw8vVRD8Zs/h3qtNPcr5rwrw7Ktf1s4Hnaph2qYKqHVKNzqqMOB12/0Cu9aZdaqj1oT99ULZflbNGvpT1/AavM j5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFiijE6MiGuvXJerkCb6LWSounc=">A AACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7yIFewDapEk3caleZFsCrXq1ZtX/Wv6Wzz47ZoKWqQbNjP7zTffzuzYkccTYRjvOW 1ufmFxKV8oLq+srq2XNjabSZjGDms4oRfGbdtKmMcD1hBceKwdxczybY+17MGxjLeGLE54GFyLUcS6vuUGvM8dS0ioXmnu3ZbKRtVQS5 92zMwpU7bqYemDbqhHITmUkk+MAhLwPbIowdchkwyKgHVpDCyGx1Wc0SMVkZuCxcCwgA7wd3HqZGiAs9RMVLaDWzzsGJk67WKfKUUbbHk rg5/AfmLfK8z994axUpYVjmBtKBaU4gVwQXdgzMr0M+akltmZsitBfTpS3XDUFylE9un86JwgEgMbqIhOp4rpQsNW5yFeIIBtoAL5yhMF XXXcg7WUZUolyBQt6MWw8vVRD8Zs/h3qtNPcr5rwrw7Ktf1s4Hnaph2qYKqHVKNzqqMOB12/0Cu9aZdaqj1oT99ULZflbNGvpT1/AavM j5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFiijE6MiGuvXJerkCb6LWSounc=">A AACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7yIFewDapEk3caleZFsCrXq1ZtX/Wv6Wzz47ZoKWqQbNjP7zTffzuzYkccTYRjvOW 1ufmFxKV8oLq+srq2XNjabSZjGDms4oRfGbdtKmMcD1hBceKwdxczybY+17MGxjLeGLE54GFyLUcS6vuUGvM8dS0ioXmnu3ZbKRtVQS5 92zMwpU7bqYemDbqhHITmUkk+MAhLwPbIowdchkwyKgHVpDCyGx1Wc0SMVkZuCxcCwgA7wd3HqZGiAs9RMVLaDWzzsGJk67WKfKUUbbHk rg5/AfmLfK8z994axUpYVjmBtKBaU4gVwQXdgzMr0M+akltmZsitBfTpS3XDUFylE9un86JwgEgMbqIhOp4rpQsNW5yFeIIBtoAL5yhMF XXXcg7WUZUolyBQt6MWw8vVRD8Zs/h3qtNPcr5rwrw7Ktf1s4Hnaph2qYKqHVKNzqqMOB12/0Cu9aZdaqj1oT99ULZflbNGvpT1/AavM j5Y=</latexit>
V = R2
<latexit sha1_base64="kFdQilWVnlu4KEXlD63rRcV1cTc=">A AAC23ichVFLSwMxEB7XV32vevSyWARPslsEvQgFH3gRVGwVtEqypm3ovsimgpaevIlXb171P+lv8eCXuAoqYpbsfPlm5stMhmeRzLXvvw w4g0PDI6OlsfGJyanpGXd2rp6nXRWKWphGqTrhLBeRTERNSx2Jk0wJFvNIHPPOpvEfXwmVyzQ50teZaMSslcimDJkGdeG6dW/DO4uZbn PeO+yfVy7csr/i2+X9BkEBylSs/dR9pTO6pJRC6lJMghLSwBExyvGdUkA+ZeAa1AOngKT1C+rTOHK7iBKIYGA7+LdwOi3YBGejmdvsELd E2AqZHi1h71hFjmhzqwDOYd+wbyzX+vOGnlU2FV7DciiOWcU98JraiPgvMy4iP2v5P9N0palJ67Ybifoyy5g+wy+dLXgUuI71eLRtI1vQ 4PZ8hRdIYGuowLzyp4JnO76EZdYKq5IUigx6Cta8PurBmIOfQ/0N6pWVAPhgtVytFAMv0QIt0jKmukZV2qV91BGipkd6omen4dw6d879 R6gzUOTM07flPLwD9SmUvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFdQilWVnlu4KEXlD63rRcV1cTc=">A AAC23ichVFLSwMxEB7XV32vevSyWARPslsEvQgFH3gRVGwVtEqypm3ovsimgpaevIlXb171P+lv8eCXuAoqYpbsfPlm5stMhmeRzLXvvw w4g0PDI6OlsfGJyanpGXd2rp6nXRWKWphGqTrhLBeRTERNSx2Jk0wJFvNIHPPOpvEfXwmVyzQ50teZaMSslcimDJkGdeG6dW/DO4uZbn PeO+yfVy7csr/i2+X9BkEBylSs/dR9pTO6pJRC6lJMghLSwBExyvGdUkA+ZeAa1AOngKT1C+rTOHK7iBKIYGA7+LdwOi3YBGejmdvsELd E2AqZHi1h71hFjmhzqwDOYd+wbyzX+vOGnlU2FV7DciiOWcU98JraiPgvMy4iP2v5P9N0palJ67Ybifoyy5g+wy+dLXgUuI71eLRtI1vQ 4PZ8hRdIYGuowLzyp4JnO76EZdYKq5IUigx6Cta8PurBmIOfQ/0N6pWVAPhgtVytFAMv0QIt0jKmukZV2qV91BGipkd6omen4dw6d879 R6gzUOTM07flPLwD9SmUvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFdQilWVnlu4KEXlD63rRcV1cTc=">A AAC23ichVFLSwMxEB7XV32vevSyWARPslsEvQgFH3gRVGwVtEqypm3ovsimgpaevIlXb171P+lv8eCXuAoqYpbsfPlm5stMhmeRzLXvvw w4g0PDI6OlsfGJyanpGXd2rp6nXRWKWphGqTrhLBeRTERNSx2Jk0wJFvNIHPPOpvEfXwmVyzQ50teZaMSslcimDJkGdeG6dW/DO4uZbn PeO+yfVy7csr/i2+X9BkEBylSs/dR9pTO6pJRC6lJMghLSwBExyvGdUkA+ZeAa1AOngKT1C+rTOHK7iBKIYGA7+LdwOi3YBGejmdvsELd E2AqZHi1h71hFjmhzqwDOYd+wbyzX+vOGnlU2FV7DciiOWcU98JraiPgvMy4iP2v5P9N0palJ67Ybifoyy5g+wy+dLXgUuI71eLRtI1vQ 4PZ8hRdIYGuowLzyp4JnO76EZdYKq5IUigx6Cta8PurBmIOfQ/0N6pWVAPhgtVytFAMv0QIt0jKmukZV2qV91BGipkd6omen4dw6d879 R6gzUOTM07flPLwD9SmUvw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kFdQilWVnlu4KEXlD63rRcV1cTc=">A AAC23ichVFLSwMxEB7XV32vevSyWARPslsEvQgFH3gRVGwVtEqypm3ovsimgpaevIlXb171P+lv8eCXuAoqYpbsfPlm5stMhmeRzLXvvw w4g0PDI6OlsfGJyanpGXd2rp6nXRWKWphGqTrhLBeRTERNSx2Jk0wJFvNIHPPOpvEfXwmVyzQ50teZaMSslcimDJkGdeG6dW/DO4uZbn PeO+yfVy7csr/i2+X9BkEBylSs/dR9pTO6pJRC6lJMghLSwBExyvGdUkA+ZeAa1AOngKT1C+rTOHK7iBKIYGA7+LdwOi3YBGejmdvsELd E2AqZHi1h71hFjmhzqwDOYd+wbyzX+vOGnlU2FV7DciiOWcU98JraiPgvMy4iP2v5P9N0palJ67Ybifoyy5g+wy+dLXgUuI71eLRtI1vQ 4PZ8hRdIYGuowLzyp4JnO76EZdYKq5IUigx6Cta8PurBmIOfQ/0N6pWVAPhgtVytFAMv0QIt0jKmukZV2qV91BGipkd6omen4dw6d879 R6gzUOTM07flPLwD9SmUvw==</latexit>
Pbu(S|C)
<latexit sha1_base64="NlCbWkFBzN5cQE6N zYagGvtxpz8=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IWQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD82KT FGrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO0bg2GGkae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dhuhH3 OT1U3f8XnL0EPm2B6rR3bksFbAme4aDmsag6rwN4eMh7bv3UajgHVc3fLsvm3qEah2rTs24mnh ZlI96ubyWlGTS50HpQTkKVk1P/dBd9Qjn0yKySVGHkXADukU4mtTiTQKwHVoDI4D2dLPaEpZ5M aIYojQwQ7wt3BqJ6yHs9AMZbaJWxxsjkyVDrEvpKKBaHErAw5hP7EfJGf9e8NYKosKR7AGFDNS 8Qp8RPeIWJTpJpGzWhZniq4i6tOp7MZGfYFkRJ/mj84ZPBzcQHpUOpeRFjQMeR7iBTzYOioQrz xTUGXHPVhdWiZVvERRhx6HFa+PejDm0t+hzoNGuVgCvj7OV8rJwNO0TwdUwFRPqEKXVEMdYi4v 9EpvSkOZKI/K03eokkpy9ujXUp6/AMWoksY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NlCbWkFBzN5cQE6N zYagGvtxpz8=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IWQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD82KT FGrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO0bg2GGkae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dhuhH3 OT1U3f8XnL0EPm2B6rR3bksFbAme4aDmsag6rwN4eMh7bv3UajgHVc3fLsvm3qEah2rTs24mnh ZlI96ubyWlGTS50HpQTkKVk1P/dBd9Qjn0yKySVGHkXADukU4mtTiTQKwHVoDI4D2dLPaEpZ5M aIYojQwQ7wt3BqJ6yHs9AMZbaJWxxsjkyVDrEvpKKBaHErAw5hP7EfJGf9e8NYKosKR7AGFDNS 8Qp8RPeIWJTpJpGzWhZniq4i6tOp7MZGfYFkRJ/mj84ZPBzcQHpUOpeRFjQMeR7iBTzYOioQrz xTUGXHPVhdWiZVvERRhx6HFa+PejDm0t+hzoNGuVgCvj7OV8rJwNO0TwdUwFRPqEKXVEMdYi4v 9EpvSkOZKI/K03eokkpy9ujXUp6/AMWoksY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NlCbWkFBzN5cQE6N zYagGvtxpz8=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IWQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD82KT FGrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO0bg2GGkae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dhuhH3 OT1U3f8XnL0EPm2B6rR3bksFbAme4aDmsag6rwN4eMh7bv3UajgHVc3fLsvm3qEah2rTs24mnh ZlI96ubyWlGTS50HpQTkKVk1P/dBd9Qjn0yKySVGHkXADukU4mtTiTQKwHVoDI4D2dLPaEpZ5M aIYojQwQ7wt3BqJ6yHs9AMZbaJWxxsjkyVDrEvpKKBaHErAw5hP7EfJGf9e8NYKosKR7AGFDNS 8Qp8RPeIWJTpJpGzWhZniq4i6tOp7MZGfYFkRJ/mj84ZPBzcQHpUOpeRFjQMeR7iBTzYOioQrz xTUGXHPVhdWiZVvERRhx6HFa+PejDm0t+hzoNGuVgCvj7OV8rJwNO0TwdUwFRPqEKXVEMdYi4v 9EpvSkOZKI/K03eokkpy9ujXUp6/AMWoksY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NlCbWkFBzN5cQE6N zYagGvtxpz8=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IWQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD82KT FGrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO0bg2GGkae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dhuhH3 OT1U3f8XnL0EPm2B6rR3bksFbAme4aDmsag6rwN4eMh7bv3UajgHVc3fLsvm3qEah2rTs24mnh ZlI96ubyWlGTS50HpQTkKVk1P/dBd9Qjn0yKySVGHkXADukU4mtTiTQKwHVoDI4D2dLPaEpZ5M aIYojQwQ7wt3BqJ6yHs9AMZbaJWxxsjkyVDrEvpKKBaHErAw5hP7EfJGf9e8NYKosKR7AGFDNS 8Qp8RPeIWJTpJpGzWhZniq4i6tOp7MZGfYFkRJ/mj84ZPBzcQHpUOpeRFjQMeR7iBTzYOioQrz xTUGXHPVhdWiZVvERRhx6HFa+PejDm0t+hzoNGuVgCvj7OV8rJwNO0TwdUwFRPqEKXVEMdYi4v 9EpvSkOZKI/K03eokkpy9ujXUp6/AMWoksY=</latexit>
Ptd(M |S)
<latexit sha1_base64="t6AhVSliebOzmQIwC Kfnhxwl+fw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gpVLQPqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2 J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdWKuae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dutxMIgsVrMCN 4iaphEz1/FZjTvcZc0wYoZnuqxh9s+EvzFkUewE/i0fhaztGbbv9BzL4KBa1c6Yd6eFyuTmqJPLa0V NLnUe6AnIU7KqQe6D7qhLAVk0II8Y+cSBXTIoxtcinTQKwbVpDC4CcqSf0ZSyyB0giiHCANvH38ap lbA+zkIzltkWbnGxI2SqdIh9KRVNRItbGXAM+4n9IDn73xvGUllUOII1oZiRihXwnO4RsSjTSyJnt SzOFF1x6tGp7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj845PBG4vvSodCEjbWiY8jzEC/iwNVQgXnmmoMqOu7CGtEyq+ImiAb 0IVrw+6sGY9b9DnQf1UlEHvj7Ol0vJwNO0TwdUwFRPqExXVEUdYi4v9EpvSl2ZKI/K03eokkpy9uj XUp6/AOAgktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6AhVSliebOzmQIwC Kfnhxwl+fw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gpVLQPqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2 J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdWKuae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dutxMIgsVrMCN 4iaphEz1/FZjTvcZc0wYoZnuqxh9s+EvzFkUewE/i0fhaztGbbv9BzL4KBa1c6Yd6eFyuTmqJPLa0V NLnUe6AnIU7KqQe6D7qhLAVk0II8Y+cSBXTIoxtcinTQKwbVpDC4CcqSf0ZSyyB0giiHCANvH38ap lbA+zkIzltkWbnGxI2SqdIh9KRVNRItbGXAM+4n9IDn73xvGUllUOII1oZiRihXwnO4RsSjTSyJnt SzOFF1x6tGp7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj845PBG4vvSodCEjbWiY8jzEC/iwNVQgXnmmoMqOu7CGtEyq+ImiAb 0IVrw+6sGY9b9DnQf1UlEHvj7Ol0vJwNO0TwdUwFRPqExXVEUdYi4v9EpvSl2ZKI/K03eokkpy9uj XUp6/AOAgktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6AhVSliebOzmQIwC Kfnhxwl+fw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gpVLQPqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2 J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdWKuae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dutxMIgsVrMCN 4iaphEz1/FZjTvcZc0wYoZnuqxh9s+EvzFkUewE/i0fhaztGbbv9BzL4KBa1c6Yd6eFyuTmqJPLa0V NLnUe6AnIU7KqQe6D7qhLAVk0II8Y+cSBXTIoxtcinTQKwbVpDC4CcqSf0ZSyyB0giiHCANvH38ap lbA+zkIzltkWbnGxI2SqdIh9KRVNRItbGXAM+4n9IDn73xvGUllUOII1oZiRihXwnO4RsSjTSyJnt SzOFF1x6tGp7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj845PBG4vvSodCEjbWiY8jzEC/iwNVQgXnmmoMqOu7CGtEyq+ImiAb 0IVrw+6sGY9b9DnQf1UlEHvj7Ol0vJwNO0TwdUwFRPqExXVEUdYi4v9EpvSl2ZKI/K03eokkpy9uj XUp6/AOAgktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6AhVSliebOzmQIwC Kfnhxwl+fw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY8FH3gpVLQPqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2 J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdWKuae8pZWl5ZXUtncmub2xubed2dutxMIgsVrMCN 4iaphEz1/FZjTvcZc0wYoZnuqxh9s+EvzFkUewE/i0fhaztGbbv9BzL4KBa1c6Yd6eFyuTmqJPLa0V NLnUe6AnIU7KqQe6D7qhLAVk0II8Y+cSBXTIoxtcinTQKwbVpDC4CcqSf0ZSyyB0giiHCANvH38ap lbA+zkIzltkWbnGxI2SqdIh9KRVNRItbGXAM+4n9IDn73xvGUllUOII1oZiRihXwnO4RsSjTSyJnt SzOFF1x6tGp7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj845PBG4vvSodCEjbWiY8jzEC/iwNVQgXnmmoMqOu7CGtEyq+ImiAb 0IVrw+6sGY9b9DnQf1UlEHvj7Ol0vJwNO0TwdUwFRPqExXVEUdYi4v9EpvSl2ZKI/K03eokkpy9uj XUp6/AOAgktE=</latexit>
Ptd(V |S)
<latexit sha1_base64="dTwLn7vDSiXVJdiOV1zAPpSOUmo=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7G V1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndqzIcxOuae8ZZWFxaXklm8uvrq1vbBa2to0k7Mc2q9mhF8YNy0yY5wasxl3usUYUM9O3 PFa3eqfCXx+wOHHD4JYPI9byTSdwu65tclDNanvEO5OSMb45aBeKWlmTS50FegqKlK5qWPigO+pQSDb1ySdGAXFgj0xK8DVJJ40icC0agYuBXOlnNKE8cvuIYogwwfbwd3BqpmyAs9BMZLaN WzzsGJkq7WNfSEUL0eJWBpzAfmI/SM7594aRVBYVDmEtKOak4hV4TveImJfpp5HTWuZniq44delEduOivkgyok/7R+cMnhhcT3pUOpeRDjQseR7gBQLYGioQrzxVUGXHHVhTWiZVglTRhF4M K14f9WDM+t+hzgLjsKwDXx8VK4fpwLO0S3tUwlSPqUKXVEUdYi4v9EpviqGMlUfl6TtUyaQ5O/RrKc9f9dGS2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dTwLn7vDSiXVJdiOV1zAPpSOUmo=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7G V1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndqzIcxOuae8ZZWFxaXklm8uvrq1vbBa2to0k7Mc2q9mhF8YNy0yY5wasxl3usUYUM9O3 PFa3eqfCXx+wOHHD4JYPI9byTSdwu65tclDNanvEO5OSMb45aBeKWlmTS50FegqKlK5qWPigO+pQSDb1ySdGAXFgj0xK8DVJJ40icC0agYuBXOlnNKE8cvuIYogwwfbwd3BqpmyAs9BMZLaN WzzsGJkq7WNfSEUL0eJWBpzAfmI/SM7594aRVBYVDmEtKOak4hV4TveImJfpp5HTWuZniq44delEduOivkgyok/7R+cMnhhcT3pUOpeRDjQseR7gBQLYGioQrzxVUGXHHVhTWiZVglTRhF4M K14f9WDM+t+hzgLjsKwDXx8VK4fpwLO0S3tUwlSPqUKXVEUdYi4v9EpviqGMlUfl6TtUyaQ5O/RrKc9f9dGS2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dTwLn7vDSiXVJdiOV1zAPpSOUmo=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7G V1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndqzIcxOuae8ZZWFxaXklm8uvrq1vbBa2to0k7Mc2q9mhF8YNy0yY5wasxl3usUYUM9O3 PFa3eqfCXx+wOHHD4JYPI9byTSdwu65tclDNanvEO5OSMb45aBeKWlmTS50FegqKlK5qWPigO+pQSDb1ySdGAXFgj0xK8DVJJ40icC0agYuBXOlnNKE8cvuIYogwwfbwd3BqpmyAs9BMZLaN WzzsGJkq7WNfSEUL0eJWBpzAfmI/SM7594aRVBYVDmEtKOak4hV4TveImJfpp5HTWuZniq44delEduOivkgyok/7R+cMnhhcT3pUOpeRDjQseR7gBQLYGioQrzxVUGXHHVhTWiZVglTRhF4M K14f9WDM+t+hzgLjsKwDXx8VK4fpwLO0S3tUwlSPqUKXVEUdYi4v9EpviqGMlUfl6TtUyaQ5O/RrKc9f9dGS2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dTwLn7vDSiXVJdiOV1zAPpSOUmo=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7G V1tfVY9egkWol5KIoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5kWyLdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndqzIcxOuae8ZZWFxaXklm8uvrq1vbBa2to0k7Mc2q9mhF8YNy0yY5wasxl3usUYUM9O3 PFa3eqfCXx+wOHHD4JYPI9byTSdwu65tclDNanvEO5OSMb45aBeKWlmTS50FegqKlK5qWPigO+pQSDb1ySdGAXFgj0xK8DVJJ40icC0agYuBXOlnNKE8cvuIYogwwfbwd3BqpmyAs9BMZLaN WzzsGJkq7WNfSEUL0eJWBpzAfmI/SM7594aRVBYVDmEtKOak4hV4TveImJfpp5HTWuZniq44delEduOivkgyok/7R+cMnhhcT3pUOpeRDjQseR7gBQLYGioQrzxVUGXHHVhTWiZVglTRhF4M K14f9WDM+t+hzgLjsKwDXx8VK4fpwLO0S3tUwlSPqUKXVEUdYi4v9EpviqGMlUfl6TtUyaQ5O/RrKc9f9dGS2g==</latexit>
Pbu(S|V )
<latexit sha1_base64="wwmpZRunwctXSRVDGohhMLJFFkw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1t fVY9egkWol5KKoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5sUmKdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdaJY094zysLi0vJKNpdfXVvf2CxsbetRkHCL1a3ADXjTNCLmOj6rx07ssmbImeGZLmuY/VP hbwwYj5zAv42HIWt7hu07PccyYlCtWmdkJpPSzVg/6BSKWlmTS50FlRQUKV21oPBBd9SlgCxKyCNGPsXALhkU4WtRhTQKwbVpBI4DOdLPaEJ55CaIYogwwPbxt3FqpayPs9CMZLaFW1xsjkyV9rE vpKKJaHErA45gP7EfJGf/e8NIKosKh7AmFHNS8Qp8TPeImJfppZHTWuZniq5i6tGJ7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj84ZPBxcX3pUOpeRNjRMeR7gBXzYOioQrzxVUGXHXVhDWiZV/FTRgB6HFa+PejDmyt+hzgL 9sFwBvj4qVg/TgWdpl/aohKkeU5UuqYY6xFxe6JXeFF0ZK4/K03eokklzdujXUp6/APNNktk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwmpZRunwctXSRVDGohhMLJFFkw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1t fVY9egkWol5KKoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5sUmKdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdaJY094zysLi0vJKNpdfXVvf2CxsbetRkHCL1a3ADXjTNCLmOj6rx07ssmbImeGZLmuY/VP hbwwYj5zAv42HIWt7hu07PccyYlCtWmdkJpPSzVg/6BSKWlmTS50FlRQUKV21oPBBd9SlgCxKyCNGPsXALhkU4WtRhTQKwbVpBI4DOdLPaEJ55CaIYogwwPbxt3FqpayPs9CMZLaFW1xsjkyV9rE vpKKJaHErA45gP7EfJGf/e8NIKosKh7AmFHNS8Qp8TPeImJfppZHTWuZniq5i6tGJ7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj84ZPBxcX3pUOpeRNjRMeR7gBXzYOioQrzxVUGXHXVhDWiZV/FTRgB6HFa+PejDmyt+hzgL 9sFwBvj4qVg/TgWdpl/aohKkeU5UuqYY6xFxe6JXeFF0ZK4/K03eokklzdujXUp6/APNNktk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwmpZRunwctXSRVDGohhMLJFFkw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1t fVY9egkWol5KKoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5sUmKdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdaJY094zysLi0vJKNpdfXVvf2CxsbetRkHCL1a3ADXjTNCLmOj6rx07ssmbImeGZLmuY/VP hbwwYj5zAv42HIWt7hu07PccyYlCtWmdkJpPSzVg/6BSKWlmTS50FlRQUKV21oPBBd9SlgCxKyCNGPsXALhkU4WtRhTQKwbVpBI4DOdLPaEJ55CaIYogwwPbxt3FqpayPs9CMZLaFW1xsjkyV9rE vpKKJaHErA45gP7EfJGf/e8NIKosKh7AmFHNS8Qp8TPeImJfppZHTWuZniq5i6tGJ7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj84ZPBxcX3pUOpeRNjRMeR7gBXzYOioQrzxVUGXHXVhDWiZV/FTRgB6HFa+PejDmyt+hzgL 9sFwBvj4qVg/TgWdpl/aohKkeU5UuqYY6xFxe6JXeFF0ZK4/K03eokklzdujXUp6/APNNktk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwmpZRunwctXSRVDGohhMLJFFkw=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1t fVY9egkWol5KKoMeCD7wIFW1aqKUk6TaG5sUmKdS2J/Hqzav+Lv0tHvx2TQUt0g2b+fabmW9ndszQdaJY094zysLi0vJKNpdfXVvf2CxsbetRkHCL1a3ADXjTNCLmOj6rx07ssmbImeGZLmuY/VP hbwwYj5zAv42HIWt7hu07PccyYlCtWmdkJpPSzVg/6BSKWlmTS50FlRQUKV21oPBBd9SlgCxKyCNGPsXALhkU4WtRhTQKwbVpBI4DOdLPaEJ55CaIYogwwPbxt3FqpayPs9CMZLaFW1xsjkyV9rE vpKKJaHErA45gP7EfJGf/e8NIKosKh7AmFHNS8Qp8TPeImJfppZHTWuZniq5i6tGJ7MZBfaFkRJ/Wj84ZPBxcX3pUOpeRNjRMeR7gBXzYOioQrzxVUGXHXVhDWiZV/FTRgB6HFa+PejDmyt+hzgL 9sFwBvj4qVg/TgWdpl/aohKkeU5UuqYY6xFxe6JXeFF0ZK4/K03eokklzdujXUp6/APNNktk=</latexit>
P (S)
<latexit sha1_base64="J3yQ/ T/tKDSzj0LDONq+k8b2bSI=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRK9oH1CJJuq2hebHZFGrVqzev+tf0t3jw2zU VtEg3bGb2m2++ndmxI8+NhWG8Z7S5+YXFpWwuv7yyurZe2NhsxGHC HVZ3Qi/kLduKmecGrC5c4bFWxJnl2x5r2oMjGW8OGY/dMLgWo4h1 fKsfuD3XsYSEaqWrvdtC0SgbaunTjpk6RUpXLSx80A11KSSHEvKJ UUACvkcWxfjaZJJBEbAOjYFxeK6KM3qkPHITsBgYFtAB/n2c2ika4 Cw1Y5Xt4BYPmyNTp13sU6Vogy1vZfBj2E/se4X1/71hrJRlhSNYG 4o5pXgOXNAdGLMy/ZQ5qWV2puxKUI8OVTcu6osUIvt0fnSOEeHAB iqi04li9qFhq/MQLxDA1lGBfOWJgq467sJayjKlEqSKFvQ4rHx91I Mxm3+HOu00KmUT/uV+sVpJB56lbdqhEqZ6QFU6oxrqcND1C73Sm3 ahJdqD9vRN1TJpzhb9WtrzF6SXj5M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J3yQ/ T/tKDSzj0LDONq+k8b2bSI=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRK9oH1CJJuq2hebHZFGrVqzev+tf0t3jw2zU VtEg3bGb2m2++ndmxI8+NhWG8Z7S5+YXFpWwuv7yyurZe2NhsxGHC HVZ3Qi/kLduKmecGrC5c4bFWxJnl2x5r2oMjGW8OGY/dMLgWo4h1 fKsfuD3XsYSEaqWrvdtC0SgbaunTjpk6RUpXLSx80A11KSSHEvKJ UUACvkcWxfjaZJJBEbAOjYFxeK6KM3qkPHITsBgYFtAB/n2c2ika4 Cw1Y5Xt4BYPmyNTp13sU6Vogy1vZfBj2E/se4X1/71hrJRlhSNYG 4o5pXgOXNAdGLMy/ZQ5qWV2puxKUI8OVTcu6osUIvt0fnSOEeHAB iqi04li9qFhq/MQLxDA1lGBfOWJgq467sJayjKlEqSKFvQ4rHx91I Mxm3+HOu00KmUT/uV+sVpJB56lbdqhEqZ6QFU6oxrqcND1C73Sm3 ahJdqD9vRN1TJpzhb9WtrzF6SXj5M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J3yQ/ T/tKDSzj0LDONq+k8b2bSI=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRK9oH1CJJuq2hebHZFGrVqzev+tf0t3jw2zU VtEg3bGb2m2++ndmxI8+NhWG8Z7S5+YXFpWwuv7yyurZe2NhsxGHC HVZ3Qi/kLduKmecGrC5c4bFWxJnl2x5r2oMjGW8OGY/dMLgWo4h1 fKsfuD3XsYSEaqWrvdtC0SgbaunTjpk6RUpXLSx80A11KSSHEvKJ UUACvkcWxfjaZJJBEbAOjYFxeK6KM3qkPHITsBgYFtAB/n2c2ika4 Cw1Y5Xt4BYPmyNTp13sU6Vogy1vZfBj2E/se4X1/71hrJRlhSNYG 4o5pXgOXNAdGLMy/ZQ5qWV2puxKUI8OVTcu6osUIvt0fnSOEeHAB iqi04li9qFhq/MQLxDA1lGBfOWJgq467sJayjKlEqSKFvQ4rHx91I Mxm3+HOu00KmUT/uV+sVpJB56lbdqhEqZ6QFU6oxrqcND1C73Sm3 ahJdqD9vRN1TJpzhb9WtrzF6SXj5M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J3yQ/ T/tKDSzj0LDONq+k8b2bSI=">AAACzXichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWol5IUQY8FH3gRK9oH1CJJuq2hebHZFGrVqzev+tf0t3jw2zU VtEg3bGb2m2++ndmxI8+NhWG8Z7S5+YXFpWwuv7yyurZe2NhsxGHC HVZ3Qi/kLduKmecGrC5c4bFWxJnl2x5r2oMjGW8OGY/dMLgWo4h1 fKsfuD3XsYSEaqWrvdtC0SgbaunTjpk6RUpXLSx80A11KSSHEvKJ UUACvkcWxfjaZJJBEbAOjYFxeK6KM3qkPHITsBgYFtAB/n2c2ika4 Cw1Y5Xt4BYPmyNTp13sU6Vogy1vZfBj2E/se4X1/71hrJRlhSNYG 4o5pXgOXNAdGLMy/ZQ5qWV2puxKUI8OVTcu6osUIvt0fnSOEeHAB iqi04li9qFhq/MQLxDA1lGBfOWJgq467sJayjKlEqSKFvQ4rHx91I Mxm3+HOu00KmUT/uV+sVpJB56lbdqhEqZ6QFU6oxrqcND1C73Sm3 ahJdqD9vRN1TJpzhb9WtrzF6SXj5M=</latexit>
Ptd(S|C)
<latexit sha1_base64="dGi6HsIWGpGIQU 9WJUZVIpDsWTQ=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD 8yLZFmrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO2boOjHXtPeUsrS8srqWzmTXNza3tnM7 u/U4GEQWq1mBG0RN04iZ6/isxh3usmYYMcMzXdYw+xXhbwxZFDuBf8tHIWt7hu07PccyOKhW tTPm3WnhZlI56uTyWlGTS50HegLylKxqkPugO+pSQBYNyCNGPnFglwyK8bVIJ41CcG0ag4uA HOlnNKUscgeIYogwwPbxt3FqJayPs9CMZbaFW1zsCJkqHWJfSEUT0eJWBhzDfmI/SM7+94ax VBYVjmBNKGak4hV4TveIWJTpJZGzWhZniq449ehUduOgvlAyok/rR+cMnghcX3pUOpeRNjRM eR7iBXzYGioQrzxTUGXHXVhDWiZV/ETRgF4EK14f9WDM+t+hzoN6qagDXx/ny6Vk4GnapwMq YKonVKZLqqIOMZcXeqU3pa5MlEfl6TtUSSU5e/RrKc9fyCaSxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dGi6HsIWGpGIQU 9WJUZVIpDsWTQ=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD 8yLZFmrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO2boOjHXtPeUsrS8srqWzmTXNza3tnM7 u/U4GEQWq1mBG0RN04iZ6/isxh3usmYYMcMzXdYw+xXhbwxZFDuBf8tHIWt7hu07PccyOKhW tTPm3WnhZlI56uTyWlGTS50HegLylKxqkPugO+pSQBYNyCNGPnFglwyK8bVIJ41CcG0ag4uA HOlnNKUscgeIYogwwPbxt3FqJayPs9CMZbaFW1zsCJkqHWJfSEUT0eJWBhzDfmI/SM7+94ax VBYVjmBNKGak4hV4TveIWJTpJZGzWhZniq449ehUduOgvlAyok/rR+cMnghcX3pUOpeRNjRM eR7iBXzYGioQrzxTUGXHXVhDWiZV/ETRgF4EK14f9WDM+t+hzoN6qagDXx/ny6Vk4GnapwMq YKonVKZLqqIOMZcXeqU3pa5MlEfl6TtUSSU5e/RrKc9fyCaSxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dGi6HsIWGpGIQU 9WJUZVIpDsWTQ=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD 8yLZFmrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO2boOjHXtPeUsrS8srqWzmTXNza3tnM7 u/U4GEQWq1mBG0RN04iZ6/isxh3usmYYMcMzXdYw+xXhbwxZFDuBf8tHIWt7hu07PccyOKhW tTPm3WnhZlI56uTyWlGTS50HegLylKxqkPugO+pSQBYNyCNGPnFglwyK8bVIJ41CcG0ag4uA HOlnNKUscgeIYogwwPbxt3FqJayPs9CMZbaFW1zsCJkqHWJfSEUT0eJWBhzDfmI/SM7+94ax VBYVjmBNKGak4hV4TveIWJTpJZGzWhZniq449ehUduOgvlAyok/rR+cMnghcX3pUOpeRNjRM eR7iBXzYGioQrzxTUGXHXVhDWiZV/ETRgF4EK14f9WDM+t+hzoN6qagDXx/ny6Vk4GnapwMq YKonVKZLqqIOMZcXeqU3pa5MlEfl6TtUSSU5e/RrKc9fyCaSxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dGi6HsIWGpGIQU 9WJUZVIpDsWTQ=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol5IUQY+FqngRKtoH1FKSdBtD 8yLZFmrbk3j15lV/l/4WD367poIW6YbNfPvNzLczO2boOjHXtPeUsrS8srqWzmTXNza3tnM7 u/U4GEQWq1mBG0RN04iZ6/isxh3usmYYMcMzXdYw+xXhbwxZFDuBf8tHIWt7hu07PccyOKhW tTPm3WnhZlI56uTyWlGTS50HegLylKxqkPugO+pSQBYNyCNGPnFglwyK8bVIJ41CcG0ag4uA HOlnNKUscgeIYogwwPbxt3FqJayPs9CMZbaFW1zsCJkqHWJfSEUT0eJWBhzDfmI/SM7+94ax VBYVjmBNKGak4hV4TveIWJTpJZGzWhZniq449ehUduOgvlAyok/rR+cMnghcX3pUOpeRNjRM eR7iBXzYGioQrzxTUGXHXVhDWiZV/ETRgF4EK14f9WDM+t+hzoN6qagDXx/ny6Vk4GnapwMq YKonVKZLqqIOMZcXeqU3pa5MlEfl6TtUSSU5e/RrKc9fyCaSxw==</latexit>
Pbu(C|S)
<latexit sha1_base64="YrqXq nPN2wVJCL8KhLn/IjQ8l/s=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWoICUVQY+FqngRKtoH1FKy6TaG5kUehdr2JF69edXfpb/Fg9+ uqaBFumEz334z8+3MDvNtK4w07T2lLCwuLa+kM9nVtfWNzdzWdj30 4sDgNcOzvaDJ9JDblstrkRXZvOkHXHeYzRusXxH+xoAHoeW5t9HQ 521HN12rZxl6BKpV7YxYPClUxjcHnVxeK2pyqbOglIA8Javq5T7o jrrkkUExOcTJpQjYJp1CfC0qkUY+uDaNwAVAlvRzmlAWuTGiOCJ0s H38TZxaCeviLDRDmW3gFhs7QKZK+9gXUpEhWtzKgUPYT+wHyZn/3 jCSyqLCISyDYkYqXoGP6B4R8zKdJHJay/xM0VVEPTqV3Vioz5eM6 NP40TmDJwDXlx6VzmWkCQ0mzwO8gAtbQwXilacKquy4C6tLy6WKmy jq0AtgxeujHoy59Heos6B+VCwBXx/ny4fJwNO0S3tUwFRPqEyXVE UdYi4v9EpvSl0ZK4/K03eokkpydujXUp6/AMO6ksA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YrqXq nPN2wVJCL8KhLn/IjQ8l/s=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWoICUVQY+FqngRKtoH1FKy6TaG5kUehdr2JF69edXfpb/Fg9+ uqaBFumEz334z8+3MDvNtK4w07T2lLCwuLa+kM9nVtfWNzdzWdj30 4sDgNcOzvaDJ9JDblstrkRXZvOkHXHeYzRusXxH+xoAHoeW5t9HQ 521HN12rZxl6BKpV7YxYPClUxjcHnVxeK2pyqbOglIA8Javq5T7o jrrkkUExOcTJpQjYJp1CfC0qkUY+uDaNwAVAlvRzmlAWuTGiOCJ0s H38TZxaCeviLDRDmW3gFhs7QKZK+9gXUpEhWtzKgUPYT+wHyZn/3 jCSyqLCISyDYkYqXoGP6B4R8zKdJHJay/xM0VVEPTqV3Vioz5eM6 NP40TmDJwDXlx6VzmWkCQ0mzwO8gAtbQwXilacKquy4C6tLy6WKmy jq0AtgxeujHoy59Heos6B+VCwBXx/ny4fJwNO0S3tUwFRPqEyXVE UdYi4v9EpvSl0ZK4/K03eokkpydujXUp6/AMO6ksA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YrqXq nPN2wVJCL8KhLn/IjQ8l/s=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWoICUVQY+FqngRKtoH1FKy6TaG5kUehdr2JF69edXfpb/Fg9+ uqaBFumEz334z8+3MDvNtK4w07T2lLCwuLa+kM9nVtfWNzdzWdj30 4sDgNcOzvaDJ9JDblstrkRXZvOkHXHeYzRusXxH+xoAHoeW5t9HQ 521HN12rZxl6BKpV7YxYPClUxjcHnVxeK2pyqbOglIA8Javq5T7o jrrkkUExOcTJpQjYJp1CfC0qkUY+uDaNwAVAlvRzmlAWuTGiOCJ0s H38TZxaCeviLDRDmW3gFhs7QKZK+9gXUpEhWtzKgUPYT+wHyZn/3 jCSyqLCISyDYkYqXoGP6B4R8zKdJHJay/xM0VVEPTqV3Vioz5eM6 NP40TmDJwDXlx6VzmWkCQ0mzwO8gAtbQwXilacKquy4C6tLy6WKmy jq0AtgxeujHoy59Heos6B+VCwBXx/ny4fJwNO0S3tUwFRPqEyXVE UdYi4v9EpvSl0ZK4/K03eokkpydujXUp6/AMO6ksA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YrqXq nPN2wVJCL8KhLn/IjQ8l/s=">AAAC1HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9 egkWoICUVQY+FqngRKtoH1FKy6TaG5kUehdr2JF69edXfpb/Fg9+ uqaBFumEz334z8+3MDvNtK4w07T2lLCwuLa+kM9nVtfWNzdzWdj30 4sDgNcOzvaDJ9JDblstrkRXZvOkHXHeYzRusXxH+xoAHoeW5t9HQ 521HN12rZxl6BKpV7YxYPClUxjcHnVxeK2pyqbOglIA8Javq5T7o jrrkkUExOcTJpQjYJp1CfC0qkUY+uDaNwAVAlvRzmlAWuTGiOCJ0s H38TZxaCeviLDRDmW3gFhs7QKZK+9gXUpEhWtzKgUPYT+wHyZn/3 jCSyqLCISyDYkYqXoGP6B4R8zKdJHJay/xM0VVEPTqV3Vioz5eM6 NP40TmDJwDXlx6VzmWkCQ0mzwO8gAtbQwXilacKquy4C6tLy6WKmy jq0AtgxeujHoy59Heos6B+VCwBXx/ny4fJwNO0S3tUwFRPqEyXVE UdYi4v9EpvSl0ZK4/K03eokkpydujXUp6/AMO6ksA=</latexit>
Free energy and belief update
Kt =
FS
FS + ⇡S
<latexit sha1_base64="Rem77bAfoGlV3V5c4kjueM 0hktc=">AAAC6HichVHfSxtBEP68Wn+11dQ+lsLRUCi0hDsR9KUgaKUggtImEUwIe5dNXHO5O/Y2gg0++Q/4Jn3t m6/619i/xQe/3Z6FVkp22Z2Zb2a+ndmJ8kQVJghup7wn009nZufmF549f7G4VHm53CiykY5lPc6STB9EopCJSmX dKJPIg1xLMYwS2YwGm9bfPJG6UFn6zZzmsj0U/VT1VCwMoU7lzU7H+J/8Vk+LeLzd+XpmL/+D38oVjU6lGtQCt/z HSlgqVZRrL6v8QgtdZIgxwhASKQz1BAIF9yFCBMiJtTEmpqkp55c4wwJzR4ySjBBEB7z7tA5LNKVtOQuXHfOVhEc z08c7nm3HGDHaviqpF5R3PN8d1v/vC2PHbCs8pYzIOO8Yd4kbHDFiUuawjHyoZXKm7cqgh3XXjWJ9uUNsn/Efni 16NLGB8/j47CL75IicfcIfSCnrrMD+8gOD7zruUgonpWNJS0ZBPk1pf5/1cMzhv0N9rDRWaiH1/dXqxsdy4HN4jb d4z6muYQNfsMc6YpzjCte48Y69C+/S+/E71Jsqc17hr+X9vAeWRpmJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rem77bAfoGlV3V5c4kjueM 0hktc=">AAAC6HichVHfSxtBEP68Wn+11dQ+lsLRUCi0hDsR9KUgaKUggtImEUwIe5dNXHO5O/Y2gg0++Q/4Jn3t m6/619i/xQe/3Z6FVkp22Z2Zb2a+ndmJ8kQVJghup7wn009nZufmF549f7G4VHm53CiykY5lPc6STB9EopCJSmX dKJPIg1xLMYwS2YwGm9bfPJG6UFn6zZzmsj0U/VT1VCwMoU7lzU7H+J/8Vk+LeLzd+XpmL/+D38oVjU6lGtQCt/z HSlgqVZRrL6v8QgtdZIgxwhASKQz1BAIF9yFCBMiJtTEmpqkp55c4wwJzR4ySjBBEB7z7tA5LNKVtOQuXHfOVhEc z08c7nm3HGDHaviqpF5R3PN8d1v/vC2PHbCs8pYzIOO8Yd4kbHDFiUuawjHyoZXKm7cqgh3XXjWJ9uUNsn/Efni 16NLGB8/j47CL75IicfcIfSCnrrMD+8gOD7zruUgonpWNJS0ZBPk1pf5/1cMzhv0N9rDRWaiH1/dXqxsdy4HN4jb d4z6muYQNfsMc6YpzjCte48Y69C+/S+/E71Jsqc17hr+X9vAeWRpmJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rem77bAfoGlV3V5c4kjueM 0hktc=">AAAC6HichVHfSxtBEP68Wn+11dQ+lsLRUCi0hDsR9KUgaKUggtImEUwIe5dNXHO5O/Y2gg0++Q/4Jn3t m6/619i/xQe/3Z6FVkp22Z2Zb2a+ndmJ8kQVJghup7wn009nZufmF549f7G4VHm53CiykY5lPc6STB9EopCJSmX dKJPIg1xLMYwS2YwGm9bfPJG6UFn6zZzmsj0U/VT1VCwMoU7lzU7H+J/8Vk+LeLzd+XpmL/+D38oVjU6lGtQCt/z HSlgqVZRrL6v8QgtdZIgxwhASKQz1BAIF9yFCBMiJtTEmpqkp55c4wwJzR4ySjBBEB7z7tA5LNKVtOQuXHfOVhEc z08c7nm3HGDHaviqpF5R3PN8d1v/vC2PHbCs8pYzIOO8Yd4kbHDFiUuawjHyoZXKm7cqgh3XXjWJ9uUNsn/Efni 16NLGB8/j47CL75IicfcIfSCnrrMD+8gOD7zruUgonpWNJS0ZBPk1pf5/1cMzhv0N9rDRWaiH1/dXqxsdy4HN4jb d4z6muYQNfsMc6YpzjCte48Y69C+/S+/E71Jsqc17hr+X9vAeWRpmJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rem77bAfoGlV3V5c4kjueM 0hktc=">AAAC6HichVHfSxtBEP68Wn+11dQ+lsLRUCi0hDsR9KUgaKUggtImEUwIe5dNXHO5O/Y2gg0++Q/4Jn3t m6/619i/xQe/3Z6FVkp22Z2Zb2a+ndmJ8kQVJghup7wn009nZufmF549f7G4VHm53CiykY5lPc6STB9EopCJSmX dKJPIg1xLMYwS2YwGm9bfPJG6UFn6zZzmsj0U/VT1VCwMoU7lzU7H+J/8Vk+LeLzd+XpmL/+D38oVjU6lGtQCt/z HSlgqVZRrL6v8QgtdZIgxwhASKQz1BAIF9yFCBMiJtTEmpqkp55c4wwJzR4ySjBBEB7z7tA5LNKVtOQuXHfOVhEc z08c7nm3HGDHaviqpF5R3PN8d1v/vC2PHbCs8pYzIOO8Yd4kbHDFiUuawjHyoZXKm7cqgh3XXjWJ9uUNsn/Efni 16NLGB8/j47CL75IicfcIfSCnrrMD+8gOD7zruUgonpWNJS0ZBPk1pf5/1cMzhv0N9rDRWaiH1/dXqxsdy4HN4jb d4z6muYQNfsMc6YpzjCte48Y69C+/S+/E71Jsqc17hr+X9vAeWRpmJ</latexit>
F percS = H(Ptd) +DKL(Ptd||Pbu)
<latexit sha1_base64="3Lto2imNUxpujhU3wKaE+P7c9xE=">A AAC/HichVHRStxAFD1Gq6ttdauPvgwuBaUgiQj6Igi1ItjCil0VrA1JdnYNm03CZHbBxvgb/oBv4mvffLXf0H6LD55MY6GV4oTJPXPuvW funeunUZhp2/45Yo2OvRifqE1OvXz1enqm/mb2IEsGKpCtIIkSdeR7mYzCWLZ0qCN5lCrp9f1IHvq996X/cChVFibxZ32WypO+143DTh h4mpRbd7bd/a95KlVQiA2xs9h0c90ulsQ7seXmux+LihDn54LIHxRLbr1hL9tmiafAqUAD1Wom9V/4gjYSBBigD4kYmjiCh4zfMRzYSMm dICeniELjlygwxdwBoyQjPLI9/rs8HVdszHOpmZnsgLdE3IqZAm+5t42iz+jyVkmc0d5zfzNc97835Ea5rPCM1qfipFH8RF7jlBHPZfar yMdans8su9LoYN10E7K+1DBln8EfnS16FLme8Qh8MJFdavjmPOQLxLQtVlC+8qOCMB23aT1jpVGJK0WPeoq2fH3WwzE7/w71KThYWXaI 91YbmyvVwGuYxwIWOdU1bGIHTdYR4BK3uMMP68K6sq6tm9+h1kiVM4e/lvX9ATCLoUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Lto2imNUxpujhU3wKaE+P7c9xE=">A AAC/HichVHRStxAFD1Gq6ttdauPvgwuBaUgiQj6Igi1ItjCil0VrA1JdnYNm03CZHbBxvgb/oBv4mvffLXf0H6LD55MY6GV4oTJPXPuvW funeunUZhp2/45Yo2OvRifqE1OvXz1enqm/mb2IEsGKpCtIIkSdeR7mYzCWLZ0qCN5lCrp9f1IHvq996X/cChVFibxZ32WypO+143DTh h4mpRbd7bd/a95KlVQiA2xs9h0c90ulsQ7seXmux+LihDn54LIHxRLbr1hL9tmiafAqUAD1Wom9V/4gjYSBBigD4kYmjiCh4zfMRzYSMm dICeniELjlygwxdwBoyQjPLI9/rs8HVdszHOpmZnsgLdE3IqZAm+5t42iz+jyVkmc0d5zfzNc97835Ea5rPCM1qfipFH8RF7jlBHPZfar yMdans8su9LoYN10E7K+1DBln8EfnS16FLme8Qh8MJFdavjmPOQLxLQtVlC+8qOCMB23aT1jpVGJK0WPeoq2fH3WwzE7/w71KThYWXaI 91YbmyvVwGuYxwIWOdU1bGIHTdYR4BK3uMMP68K6sq6tm9+h1kiVM4e/lvX9ATCLoUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Lto2imNUxpujhU3wKaE+P7c9xE=">A AAC/HichVHRStxAFD1Gq6ttdauPvgwuBaUgiQj6Igi1ItjCil0VrA1JdnYNm03CZHbBxvgb/oBv4mvffLXf0H6LD55MY6GV4oTJPXPuvW funeunUZhp2/45Yo2OvRifqE1OvXz1enqm/mb2IEsGKpCtIIkSdeR7mYzCWLZ0qCN5lCrp9f1IHvq996X/cChVFibxZ32WypO+143DTh h4mpRbd7bd/a95KlVQiA2xs9h0c90ulsQ7seXmux+LihDn54LIHxRLbr1hL9tmiafAqUAD1Wom9V/4gjYSBBigD4kYmjiCh4zfMRzYSMm dICeniELjlygwxdwBoyQjPLI9/rs8HVdszHOpmZnsgLdE3IqZAm+5t42iz+jyVkmc0d5zfzNc97835Ea5rPCM1qfipFH8RF7jlBHPZfar yMdans8su9LoYN10E7K+1DBln8EfnS16FLme8Qh8MJFdavjmPOQLxLQtVlC+8qOCMB23aT1jpVGJK0WPeoq2fH3WwzE7/w71KThYWXaI 91YbmyvVwGuYxwIWOdU1bGIHTdYR4BK3uMMP68K6sq6tm9+h1kiVM4e/lvX9ATCLoUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Lto2imNUxpujhU3wKaE+P7c9xE=">A AAC/HichVHRStxAFD1Gq6ttdauPvgwuBaUgiQj6Igi1ItjCil0VrA1JdnYNm03CZHbBxvgb/oBv4mvffLXf0H6LD55MY6GV4oTJPXPuvW funeunUZhp2/45Yo2OvRifqE1OvXz1enqm/mb2IEsGKpCtIIkSdeR7mYzCWLZ0qCN5lCrp9f1IHvq996X/cChVFibxZ32WypO+143DTh h4mpRbd7bd/a95KlVQiA2xs9h0c90ulsQ7seXmux+LihDn54LIHxRLbr1hL9tmiafAqUAD1Wom9V/4gjYSBBigD4kYmjiCh4zfMRzYSMm dICeniELjlygwxdwBoyQjPLI9/rs8HVdszHOpmZnsgLdE3IqZAm+5t42iz+jyVkmc0d5zfzNc97835Ea5rPCM1qfipFH8RF7jlBHPZfar yMdans8su9LoYN10E7K+1DBln8EfnS16FLme8Qh8MJFdavjmPOQLxLQtVlC+8qOCMB23aT1jpVGJK0WPeoq2fH3WwzE7/w71KThYWXaI 91YbmyvVwGuYxwIWOdU1bGIHTdYR4BK3uMMP68K6sq6tm9+h1kiVM4e/lvX9ATCLoUI=</latexit>
F prodS = H(Pbu) +DKL(Pbu||Ptd)
<latexit sha1_base64="NsXPuD0ZGA2wxdwRTQUb8cbuUeo=">A AAC/HichVFdS9xAFD2b2lbXtq710ZfBpaAUJBGhfSkIfiDYwopdFawNSXZcw2aTMJkVNMa/0T/QN/G1b77a36C/xQdPptmCXYoTJvfMuf eeuXeun0Zhpm37tmY9G3v+4uX4RH3y1es3U43pt7tZMlCBbAdJlKh938tkFMayrUMdyf1USa/vR3LP762W/r0TqbIwib/q01Qe9r1uHB 6FgadJuQ1nw935nqcq6RTik9icb7m5PygWxHux5uZbn4uKEOfngkh3igW30bQXbbPEKHAq0ES1WknjDt/QQYIAA/QhEUMTR/CQ8TuAAxs puUPk5BRRaPwSBerMHTBKMsIj2+O/y9NBxcY8l5qZyQ54S8StmCnwjnvDKPqMLm+VxBntPfeZ4br/vSE3ymWFp7Q+FSeM4hfyGseMeCqz X0UOa3k6s+xK4wgfTTch60sNU/YZ/NVZo0eR6xmPwLqJ7FLDN+cTvkBM22YF5SsPFYTpuEPrGSuNSlwpetRTtOXrsx6O2fl3qKNgd2nR Id5ebq4sVQMfxyzmMM+pfsAKNtFiHQF+4Bo3+G1dWD+tS+vqT6hVq3Jm8GhZvx4ASh2hTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsXPuD0ZGA2wxdwRTQUb8cbuUeo=">A AAC/HichVFdS9xAFD2b2lbXtq710ZfBpaAUJBGhfSkIfiDYwopdFawNSXZcw2aTMJkVNMa/0T/QN/G1b77a36C/xQdPptmCXYoTJvfMuf eeuXeun0Zhpm37tmY9G3v+4uX4RH3y1es3U43pt7tZMlCBbAdJlKh938tkFMayrUMdyf1USa/vR3LP762W/r0TqbIwib/q01Qe9r1uHB 6FgadJuQ1nw935nqcq6RTik9icb7m5PygWxHux5uZbn4uKEOfngkh3igW30bQXbbPEKHAq0ES1WknjDt/QQYIAA/QhEUMTR/CQ8TuAAxs puUPk5BRRaPwSBerMHTBKMsIj2+O/y9NBxcY8l5qZyQ54S8StmCnwjnvDKPqMLm+VxBntPfeZ4br/vSE3ymWFp7Q+FSeM4hfyGseMeCqz X0UOa3k6s+xK4wgfTTch60sNU/YZ/NVZo0eR6xmPwLqJ7FLDN+cTvkBM22YF5SsPFYTpuEPrGSuNSlwpetRTtOXrsx6O2fl3qKNgd2nR Id5ebq4sVQMfxyzmMM+pfsAKNtFiHQF+4Bo3+G1dWD+tS+vqT6hVq3Jm8GhZvx4ASh2hTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsXPuD0ZGA2wxdwRTQUb8cbuUeo=">A AAC/HichVFdS9xAFD2b2lbXtq710ZfBpaAUJBGhfSkIfiDYwopdFawNSXZcw2aTMJkVNMa/0T/QN/G1b77a36C/xQdPptmCXYoTJvfMuf eeuXeun0Zhpm37tmY9G3v+4uX4RH3y1es3U43pt7tZMlCBbAdJlKh938tkFMayrUMdyf1USa/vR3LP762W/r0TqbIwib/q01Qe9r1uHB 6FgadJuQ1nw935nqcq6RTik9icb7m5PygWxHux5uZbn4uKEOfngkh3igW30bQXbbPEKHAq0ES1WknjDt/QQYIAA/QhEUMTR/CQ8TuAAxs puUPk5BRRaPwSBerMHTBKMsIj2+O/y9NBxcY8l5qZyQ54S8StmCnwjnvDKPqMLm+VxBntPfeZ4br/vSE3ymWFp7Q+FSeM4hfyGseMeCqz X0UOa3k6s+xK4wgfTTch60sNU/YZ/NVZo0eR6xmPwLqJ7FLDN+cTvkBM22YF5SsPFYTpuEPrGSuNSlwpetRTtOXrsx6O2fl3qKNgd2nR Id5ebq4sVQMfxyzmMM+pfsAKNtFiHQF+4Bo3+G1dWD+tS+vqT6hVq3Jm8GhZvx4ASh2hTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsXPuD0ZGA2wxdwRTQUb8cbuUeo=">A AAC/HichVFdS9xAFD2b2lbXtq710ZfBpaAUJBGhfSkIfiDYwopdFawNSXZcw2aTMJkVNMa/0T/QN/G1b77a36C/xQdPptmCXYoTJvfMuf eeuXeun0Zhpm37tmY9G3v+4uX4RH3y1es3U43pt7tZMlCBbAdJlKh938tkFMayrUMdyf1USa/vR3LP762W/r0TqbIwib/q01Qe9r1uHB 6FgadJuQ1nw935nqcq6RTik9icb7m5PygWxHux5uZbn4uKEOfngkh3igW30bQXbbPEKHAq0ES1WknjDt/QQYIAA/QhEUMTR/CQ8TuAAxs puUPk5BRRaPwSBerMHTBKMsIj2+O/y9NBxcY8l5qZyQ54S8StmCnwjnvDKPqMLm+VxBntPfeZ4br/vSE3ymWFp7Q+FSeM4hfyGseMeCqz X0UOa3k6s+xK4wgfTTch60sNU/YZ/NVZo0eR6xmPwLqJ7FLDN+cTvkBM22YF5SsPFYTpuEPrGSuNSlwpetRTtOXrsx6O2fl3qKNgd2nR Id5ebq4sVQMfxyzmMM+pfsAKNtFiHQF+4Bo3+G1dWD+tS+vqT6hVq3Jm8GhZvx4ASh2hTA==</latexit>
P perct (S) = Pbu +Kt(Ptd   Pbu)
<latexit sha1_base64="Na2o0AfVP3LSz7yB5YTNSMSgpYg=">A AAC+XichVFNa9tAEH1RvtMkddJjLktMwabEyKaQXAKGtCUQCg6t40CSCkneOMKyJFbrQCr0L/oHeiu99tZr8yea35JDnrZyoTUhK1Yz82 bm7Xx4SRik2rZ/z1izc/MLi0vLK89W19afVzY2T9J4rHzZ9eMwVqeem8owiGRXBzqUp4mS7sgLZc8bHhT+3rVUaRBHH/VNIi9G7iAKLg Pf1YScSqPj6E9ZIpWf1z7Uxb7oOJk3zsUrceRoUaOl+7nYKeG6U6naDdscMa00S6WK8nTiyh3O0UcMH2OMIBFBUw/hIuV3hiZsJMQukBF T1ALjl8ixwtwxoyQjXKJD/ge0zko0ol1wpibb5yshr2KmwEved4bRY3TxqqSeUt7zfjbY4NEXMsNcVHhD6ZFx2TC+J65xxYinMkdl5KSW pzOLrjQusWe6CVhfYpCiT/8vzxt6FLGh8Qi8NZEDcnjGvuYEIsouKyimPGEQpuM+pWukNCxRyeiST1EW02c9XHPz/6VOKyetRpP68etq u1UufAlb2EaNW91FG4fosA4fX/ATv3BrZdZX65v1/U+oNVPmvMA/x/rxANzLn5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Na2o0AfVP3LSz7yB5YTNSMSgpYg=">A AAC+XichVFNa9tAEH1RvtMkddJjLktMwabEyKaQXAKGtCUQCg6t40CSCkneOMKyJFbrQCr0L/oHeiu99tZr8yea35JDnrZyoTUhK1Yz82 bm7Xx4SRik2rZ/z1izc/MLi0vLK89W19afVzY2T9J4rHzZ9eMwVqeem8owiGRXBzqUp4mS7sgLZc8bHhT+3rVUaRBHH/VNIi9G7iAKLg Pf1YScSqPj6E9ZIpWf1z7Uxb7oOJk3zsUrceRoUaOl+7nYKeG6U6naDdscMa00S6WK8nTiyh3O0UcMH2OMIBFBUw/hIuV3hiZsJMQukBF T1ALjl8ixwtwxoyQjXKJD/ge0zko0ol1wpibb5yshr2KmwEved4bRY3TxqqSeUt7zfjbY4NEXMsNcVHhD6ZFx2TC+J65xxYinMkdl5KSW pzOLrjQusWe6CVhfYpCiT/8vzxt6FLGh8Qi8NZEDcnjGvuYEIsouKyimPGEQpuM+pWukNCxRyeiST1EW02c9XHPz/6VOKyetRpP68etq u1UufAlb2EaNW91FG4fosA4fX/ATv3BrZdZX65v1/U+oNVPmvMA/x/rxANzLn5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Na2o0AfVP3LSz7yB5YTNSMSgpYg=">A AAC+XichVFNa9tAEH1RvtMkddJjLktMwabEyKaQXAKGtCUQCg6t40CSCkneOMKyJFbrQCr0L/oHeiu99tZr8yea35JDnrZyoTUhK1Yz82 bm7Xx4SRik2rZ/z1izc/MLi0vLK89W19afVzY2T9J4rHzZ9eMwVqeem8owiGRXBzqUp4mS7sgLZc8bHhT+3rVUaRBHH/VNIi9G7iAKLg Pf1YScSqPj6E9ZIpWf1z7Uxb7oOJk3zsUrceRoUaOl+7nYKeG6U6naDdscMa00S6WK8nTiyh3O0UcMH2OMIBFBUw/hIuV3hiZsJMQukBF T1ALjl8ixwtwxoyQjXKJD/ge0zko0ol1wpibb5yshr2KmwEved4bRY3TxqqSeUt7zfjbY4NEXMsNcVHhD6ZFx2TC+J65xxYinMkdl5KSW pzOLrjQusWe6CVhfYpCiT/8vzxt6FLGh8Qi8NZEDcnjGvuYEIsouKyimPGEQpuM+pWukNCxRyeiST1EW02c9XHPz/6VOKyetRpP68etq u1UufAlb2EaNW91FG4fosA4fX/ATv3BrZdZX65v1/U+oNVPmvMA/x/rxANzLn5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Na2o0AfVP3LSz7yB5YTNSMSgpYg=">A AAC+XichVFNa9tAEH1RvtMkddJjLktMwabEyKaQXAKGtCUQCg6t40CSCkneOMKyJFbrQCr0L/oHeiu99tZr8yea35JDnrZyoTUhK1Yz82 bm7Xx4SRik2rZ/z1izc/MLi0vLK89W19afVzY2T9J4rHzZ9eMwVqeem8owiGRXBzqUp4mS7sgLZc8bHhT+3rVUaRBHH/VNIi9G7iAKLg Pf1YScSqPj6E9ZIpWf1z7Uxb7oOJk3zsUrceRoUaOl+7nYKeG6U6naDdscMa00S6WK8nTiyh3O0UcMH2OMIBFBUw/hIuV3hiZsJMQukBF T1ALjl8ixwtwxoyQjXKJD/ge0zko0ol1wpibb5yshr2KmwEved4bRY3TxqqSeUt7zfjbY4NEXMsNcVHhD6ZFx2TC+J65xxYinMkdl5KSW pzOLrjQusWe6CVhfYpCiT/8vzxt6FLGh8Qi8NZEDcnjGvuYEIsouKyimPGEQpuM+pWukNCxRyeiST1EW02c9XHPz/6VOKyetRpP68etq u1UufAlb2EaNW91FG4fosA4fX/ATv3BrZdZX65v1/U+oNVPmvMA/x/rxANzLn5o=</latexit>
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Figure 2.To exemplify the belief update scheme in HPBU here the updating of posteriors and
free energy within Sequence level S are shown. Within S the top-down and bottom-up posteriors
are calculated from posteriors of C and V. That information is used to update free energy either
for production (prod) or for perception (perc). The updated free energy and precision (pi) are used
to calculate the Kalman gain necessary for calculating the level posterior P(S) using a Kalman
filter, again either for production or perception. The green boxes show the calculated likelihoods
necessary for updating within S or in the levels above and below (Pbu(C|S) is one example). For
more details please refer to the Supplementary Materials.
realization of the movement goal within the Motor Control level is left to an action-proprioception
loop modeled as a dampened spring system. This models the angular movements of a single joint,
which in our simulations will represent a writing pencil. A similar approach was used by Friston
et al. (2011) but instead of a system with two joints following one attractor-state at a time in
attractor space we model just one joint which moves towards the spring system’s point of equilibrium
at the relative polar coordinate of the action goal. To allow for smooth and curving trajectories
that are similar to handwriting in spatial and temporal properties, we were inspired by work on
dynamic movement primitives (DMP) that are used for modeling attractor behaviors of autonomous
nonlinear dynamical systems with the help of statistical learning techniques (Ijspeert et al., 2013).
We will not make use of the DMPs ability to learn and reproduce trajectories, but will configure a
dampened spring system similarly to a DMP and instead of applying a forcing term that activates the
system’s nonlinear dynamics over time we make use of an obstacle avoidance technique mentioned
in Hoffmann et al. (2009) which we adpoted and inverted its force to actually move towards the
goal in a forcing function g (see eq. 2). The reason for this is that when we simply applied the
spring system to each goal sequentially, we would accelerate toward and slow down at the goal.
To keep up the momentum we need to look ahead several goals xi+3 (here 3 steps ahead) in the
core spring system, but with a goal forcing function that sequentially tries to visit each goal xi.
α = 25, β = 6.25, γ = 10 and µ = 1pi are constants that specify the behavior of the system. ϕ is the
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angle to the goal (or its velocity, see eq. 3) and y is the current position.
ϕ = ϕxi − ϕy˙
ϕ˙ = γ ϕ e−µ|ϕ|
g = (xi − y) ϕ˙
(2)
y¨ = α(β(xi+3 − y)− y˙) + g (3)
With this hierarchical model in place, we set out to investigate how a sensorimotor system can
distinguish activations that stem from own actions from those arising due to the observation of
an interaction partner’s actions. In particular we are interested in how self-other distinction is
realized within the system itself based on its prediction-based processing. This ability would be
a prerequisite for the assumed dual use of the sensorimotor system (in perception and action) in
dynamic social interaction. Note that, at a higher cognitive level, self-other distinction will have
additional components based on sensory modalities like vision (e.g. seeing who the agent of an
action is) or proprioception, as well as awareness of control of own actions (e.g. feeling or knowing
that one is executing an action). Here we are interested in how a more fundamental sensorimotor
basis for self-other distinction can contribute in correctly attributing a perceived sensory event to
self-action or other-action – a process that would be likely to underlie many of the these additional
higher-level components. To that end, we extended HPBU to include a sensorimotor account of
sense of agency (SoA), i.e., the sense that an action is self-generated.
4 Self-other distinction and sense of agency
How does the human brain distinguish between information about ourselves and others? Or to be
more specific, how can we distinguish ourselves from others so that we do not falsely attribute an
action outcome to ourselves? These questions are related to the general mechanisms that give rise
to a sense of “feeling of control”, agency, and “self”.
Reviews on the neural mechanisms of the SoA and the social brain (David et al., 2008; Van Over-
walle, 2009) show a strong overlap of differential activity during SoA judgement tasks with functional
brain areas of the human mirror-neuron system and the mentalizing network. Especially noteworthy
is TPJ (temporo-parietal junction) as a candidate to infer the agency of a social action, spanning
areas STS (superior temporal sulcus) which mainly responds to biological motion, to IPL (inferior
parietal lobule) which may respond to the intentions behind someone’s actions, connecting to mPFC
(medial prefrontal cortex) which probably hold trait inferences or maintains different representations
of self- or other-related intentions or beliefs (please see the mentioned reviews for a more thorough
analysis). Generally, a person’s SoA is believed to be influenced through predictive and postdictive
(inferential) processes, which when disturbed can lead to misattributions of actions as in disorders
such as schizophrenia (van der Weiden et al., 2015). In Schizophrenia as a deficit of sensory
attenuation, but also hallucinations, we can point to disfunctional precision encodings as a core
pathology, i.e., the confidence of beliefs about the world (Adams et al., 2013). Precision as such is
believed to be encoded in dopaminergic neuromodulation and can as such be linked to the sensory
attenuation effects during the attribution of agency in healthy subjects (Brown et al., 2013). We
aim to identify mechanisms in order to model these processes and their integration into a combined
SoA.
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4.1 Predictive process in sense of agency
The predictive process makes use of people’s ability to anticipate the sensory consequences of their
own actions. It allows to attenuate, i.e., decrease the intensity of incoming signals which enables
people to distinguish between self-caused actions and their outcomes and those actions and outcomes
caused by others. One account to model these processes is based on inverse and forward models to
account for disorders of awareness in the motor system and delusion of control (Frith et al., 2000).
This view suggests that patients suffering from such disorders of awareness can no longer link their
intentions to their actions, that is they can become aware of the sensory consequences of an action,
but may have problems to integrate them to the intention underlying the action, making it hard
to ascribe actions to oneself or another agent. Research on schizophrenia has shown that reliable
and early self-other integration and distinction is important not only for the correct attribution of
SoA, but also for the correct attribution of intentions and emotions to others in social interaction
(van der Weiden et al., 2015). Weiss et al. (2011) also showed that there is a social aspect to
predictive processes that influence SoA by comparing perceived loudness of auditory action effects in
an interactive action context. They found that attenuation occured also in the interactive context,
comparable to the attentuation of self-generated sound in an individual context.
Another aspect of the processing of differences between predictions and feedback from reality is
the intrinsic robustness and invariance to unimportant aspects in the sensory input. The kinds of
predictive processing hierarchies we talk about, that concern themselves with allowing ourselves
to act in (and perceive) the ever-varying nature of our environments, are able to ignore or explain
away the prediction-errors that aren’t surprising enough to lead to any form of adaptation. That
this is also likely true for temporal prediction-errors was found in Sherwell et al. (2016), who using
EEG saw significant N1 component suppression in predicted stimulus onset timings. In a predictive
processing perspective this is possible through higher levels in the hierarchy correctly predicting the
next lower level’s state, and by taking into account its generative model’s precision, minimize its
prediction-error. Or as Clark states: ,,[...] variable precision-weighting of sensory prediction error
enables the system to attend to current sensory input to a greater or lesser degree, flexibly balancing
reliance upon (or confidence in) the input with reliance upon (or confidence in) its own higher level
predictions.” (Clark, 2016, pp. 216). Consistent with this perspective is work by Rohde and Ernst
(2016), who investigated if and in which cases we can compensate for sensorimotor delay, i.e., the
time between an action and its sensory consequence. They find that if an error signal (a discrepancy
between an expected and an actual sensory delay) occurs we recalibrate our expectations only if
the error occurs systematically. This kind of temporal adaptation is a well studied finding (e.g.,
Haering and Kiesel (2015) for sense of agency or Cunningham et al. (2001) in motor control). What
interests us for the here presented model of self-other distinction are the unexpected, unsystematic
and sudden deviations that cannot be explained away easily. These are the temporal aspects of
sensorimotor processing that we will focus on next.
4.2 Postdictive process in sense of agency
The postdictive process relies more on inferences drawn after the movement in order to check whether
the observed events are contingent and consistent with specific intentions (Wegner and Wheatley,
1999), influenced by higher-level causal beliefs. One important aspect of this inferential process
relies on the temporal aspects of action-outcome integration. It was shown that increasing action
outcome delay decreases feeling of control (Sidarus et al., 2013). Colonius and Diederich (2004)
describe a model that can explain the improved response time in saccadic movements towards a
target that is visually and auditorily aligned. Their time-window-of-integration model serves as a
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framework for the rules of multisensory integration (visual, auditory, and somatosensory), which
occurs only if all multimodal neural excitations terminate within a given time interval. In van der
Weiden et al. (2015) this time interval of integration is taken as a solution to a problem posed in
the classic comparator model of motor prediction. The brain needs to integrate action production
signals with their predicted effects which can be perceived via multiple sensory channels (e.g., visual,
auditory, proprioceptive, ...). This integration needs to account for the different time scales in which
effects (or outcomes) of actions may occur. This is where the time-window-of-integration model can
help us explain the effect such integration can have.
A point not taken into account by Colonius and Diederich was, how such an integrating
mechanism knows how long it has to wait for all action outcomes to occur. Hillock-Dunn and
Wallace (2012) investigated how these temporal windows for integration, which have been learned
in childhood develop through life. They analyzed responses to a judgement task of a visual and an
auditory stimulus to occur simultaneously in participants with ages ranging from 6 to 23 years. Their
analysis showed an age dependent decrease in temporal integration window sizes. We hypothesize
that a wider window of integration can be associated with unpredictability and greater variance
in action outcome timings and that this integration window size decrease may be due to an adult
person’s experience advantage about effects their actions may have on their environment, or the
mere better predictability of their full grown bodies.
Such an integration of an intended action with its predicted consequences learned through
associations between action events can lead to an interesting phenomenon, often reported in the
SoA literature. In this phenomenon an integration can lead to the effect that predicted action
consequences can be perceived to occur at the same time. This phenomenon is called temporal
binding, or also intentional binding when the effects of an intended action are predicted and are
perceived as occurring closer together as unintended actions that were merely observed in an
unrelated party (Haggard et al., 2002; Haggard and Clark, 2003). We have trained our sensorimotor
hierarchy to allow the model of sense of agency to be able to predict also the timing of its intended
action outcomes. This way it is able to integrate action and consequence, while simultaneously
evaluating the success of its outcome prediction and allowing the detection of unpredicted delays,
which may be a cue for another agent’s action and their action outcome or an outcome delayed
by an unknown reason. Being able to make such a distinction allows people to monitor, infer and
distinguish between causal relations for own and other’s behavior.
In sum, by and large there are two processes that can inform SoA and hence can help to
distinguish actions of self and other in social interaction. A predictive process is based on (assumed
or given) causes of the action, e.g., the motor command and utilizes forward models to predict the
to-be-observed sensory events. A postdictive process works with features of an observed action
outcome and applies higher-level causal beliefs and inferential mechanisms, e.g., a given intention to
act or temporal binding, to test the consistency of the action outcome and infer a likely explanation.
How are these two processes integrated to inform SoA and what if their cues are unreliable?
When disorders of SoA were first studied, the comparator model was the first proposal concerning
its underlying mechanism. This was soon questioned as the comparator model failed to account for
external agency attributions. It was argued that its evidence has to be weighted and integrated with
more high-level sources of evidence for sense of agency (Synofzik et al., 2008). Such a weighting
and integration of evidence cues was first studied by Moore et al. (2009), who found that external
cues like prior beliefs become more influential if predictive cues are absent. Neurological evidence
for a differential processing of cues that inform SoA comes from Nahab et al. (2010), who found
in an imaging study that there is a leading and a lagging network that both influence SoA prior
to and after an action. The leading network would check whether a predicted action outcome
is perceived, while the lagging network would process these cues further to form a SoA that is
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consciously experienced. Further, an EEG study found evidence for separate processing areas in the
brain (Dumas et al., 2012). There, predictive and postdictive cues were triggered in two tasks. One
induced an external attribution of agency, while the other used a spontaneuous attribution condition.
It seems that in order to generate SoA, both systems do not necessarily have to work perfectly
together. Instead, there is evidence that the SoA is based on a weighted integration of predictive and
postdictive cues based on their precision (Moore and Fletcher, 2012; Synofzik et al., 2013; Wolpe
et al., 2014). Furthermore, the fluency of action-selection processes may also influence self-other
distinction because the success of repeatedly predicting the next actions seem to accumulate over
time to inform SoA (Chambon and Haggard, 2012; Chambon et al., 2014). This action selection
fluency aspect seems to contribute prospectively to a sense of agency, similar to a priming effect.
4.3 Estimating sense of agency during action and perception
During online social interaction, the sensorimotor system potentially gets involved in simultaneous
action perception and production processes. Our goal is to investigate how our prediction-based
HPBU model can cope with the social differentiation problem during such dual-use situations. To
that end we integrate three cues that arise in predictive and postdictive processes, into a SoA
for produced actions which will depend on the likelihood calculated in the Sequence level: In the
predictive process, we calculate the likelihood of the perceived action sequence s′, given the predicted
action sequence si ∈ S in the sequence comparison function ι(s′, si). In the postdictive process, we
have the intention to act and the delay in the action-outcome for temporal binding. This temporal
binding depends on the predicted and perceived temporal delay of the predicted action, and the
sequence level’s precision. Precision in this context will stretch or sharpen the likelihood of temporal
binding (see eq. 4 and refer to Supplementary Materials for more details on S and the sequence
comparison function).
P (s′|si) = ι(s′, si) · e
− (s
′
∆t−si,∆t)
2
2 pi2
S (4)
Following the evidence for a fluency effect that accumulates the repeated success in correctly
predicting and selecting actions (Chambon et al., 2014), we model this accumulation of evidence.
That is, we feed the likelihood of the current action of the intended sequence sI into a Kalman filter
to estimate the agency (see eq. 5). The Kalman filter estimates the agency aˆt from the likelihood
P (s′|sI) and the previous agency estimate aˆt−1, the Kalman gain Kt is calculated from the sequence
level’s free energy FS and precision piS . This form of Bayesian belief updating is implemented as
follows (noting that the conventional update of Kalman gain is replaced by a function of variational
free energy):
Kt =
FS
FS + piS
aˆt = aˆt−1 +Kt(P (s′|sI)− aˆt−1)
(5)
By allowing the agency estimate only to accumulate through this filter, strong fluctuations are
dampened. Further, with the gain governed by precision and free energy the influence of the estimate
will strongly depend on the success of previous predictions. The essential elements for the sense
of agency of the perception-action loop are an intent for a specific action production, the correct
prediction of the action, and it’s timing, which was learned. In our generative model in the Sequence
level, the prediction and evaluation of an action and it’s timing are embedded in each sequence. The
comparison function returns a value between 0 and 1. The intent for a specific action production
essentially can be described as a high precision prediction that is very strong and stable over time.
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If it is then the case that such a high precision prediction is the driving signal and the probability
for the predicted sequence stays low, the model free energy will be high. Our interpretation of this
process and it’s outcome is that either something unpredicted is influencing the action production
or it is not the system’s production at all that is perceived.
5 Simulations and Results
To test the extended model’s ability to solve the problem of the dual use of the sensorimotor
system and of differentiating between self and other, we have simulated a number of scenarios and
trained HPBU on a corpus of handwritten digits from 0-9. The handwriting corpus was previously
recorded using a self-implemented app on an 6th generation iPad using the Apple Pencil as an
input device. Each digit was recorded ten times by the same person. The learned temporal and
spatial dynamics were learned by the system to allow for both the spatial and temporal information
to influence the correct production and perception of a writing sequence. We leave the details of
how HPBU learns new representations to a future publication. We simulated the production and
perception of hand written digits in four scenarios and over time recorded the respective changes in
free energy, probability distribution and the sense of agency estimate. First, we simulated the pure
perception of a) a known sequence of actions to write a digit and b) an unknown way to write a
digit. Then, we simulated the writing of a digit with c) correct visual and proprioceptive feedback.
To simulate scenarios in which the distinction of self and other is relevant d) we had the model
write a digit, gave the correct temporal and spatial proprioceptive feedback, but gave temporal and
spatial visual feedback of a different (but known) way to write another digit. Figure 3 shows the
probability dynamics in the model as heatmaps of the probability distributions over time in the
different levels of the HPBU hierarchy for the different scenarios. The heatmap color codes the
probability distributions from dark green to white for best differentiability. Each heatmap shows the
level’s posterior probabilities after beliefs are updated bottom-up and top-down. Simultaneously,
the free energy dynamics are plotted for each level, showing the level of adaptation and model
evidence given the current state of the system. The bottom row represents activity in the Motor
Control level, which is non-existent in the purely perceptual scenarios a) and b).
In scenario a) the heatmaps show nicely how the Vision level perceives the different movement
angles over time. Simultaneously, evidence for the sequence hypotheses accumulates slowly with
each new salient visual feature, finally leading to at first only a limited number of probable sequence
representations and finally to a single one. Also, the schema hypotheses accumulate evidence even
more slowly, predicting the underlying sequences. Schema level predictions have a strong influence
on the Sequence level which is most evident in the final Sequence level distributions in which only
a number of sequences are still probable and most of them belong the the most probable schema
hypothesis. In scenario b) no such evidence accumulation is present, as the shown digit was not
known.
Between scenarios c) and d) the most important difference can be seen between Motor Control
and Vision levels of each. There, the posterior probabilities shown in the Motor Control level
heatmap should be similar to the Vision level heatmap, but is only so in scenario c), where production
and perception align. To that effect, the heatmaps of Sequence and Schema levels show how evidence
for predictions cannot be met in scenario d), but are mostly met in scenario c). Interestinly, in
scenario c) evidence for the first predicted sequence is not met at some point, so that another
viable sequence hypothesis from the same schema hypothesis becomes active after some time. This
pertubation may be due to spring dynamics in the Motor Control. Having a look at the free energy
throughout the hierarchy can give us an idea how well the model is able to find explanations for the
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Figure 3.We show the probability dynamics in the model as heatmaps over the probability
distributions over time in the different levels of the HPBU (color coded from dark green to white
from P=0 to P=0.6 for best differentiability). The different scenarios are a) perceived known:
the perception of a known digit (here a 5), b) perceived unknown: the perception of an unknown
digit (here a 4), c) produced correct feedback: the production of a digit by means of active
inference (here the digit 9), and d) produced incorrect feedback: the production of a digit
(here a 1), using the correct proprioceptive feedback while the simulated production of another digit
(here a 3) is received as visual feedback. In addition the free energy dynamics for each level is
shown. As one can see, the visual input clearly influences the perception of sequences and schemas
of sequences in higher levels, thereby minimizing free energy over time. Also, during production
the belief created in the schema representing the digit 9 percolates down the hierarchy, activating
and acting out a selected sequence. In scenario d) the sequential activation is shown for producing
one digit in the motor control level, while seeing the activation dynamics for visually perceiving
another digit in the vision level. The resulting confusion is immediately visible in sequence level,
and reduces in schema level by settling on a lower probability for the preferred hypothesis.
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Figure 4.Here we plot the free energy of the sequence level during each test scenario. The different
sequences perceived or produced in each scenario have different lenghts. First, the perception of a
known and unknown writing sequence clearly shows a difference in that free energy is minimized
during perception of the former sequence, but not the later. Second, the production of a writing
sequence also minimizes free energy as it would in active inference as long as the sequential production
is successfull, i.e., the temporal and spatial prediction of sequential acts are met. In production
scenario d) with incorrect feedback these predictions are met only proprioceptively but not visually.
This shows in the plot where free energy cannot be minimized through active inference when its
action driving predictions are met with contradicting visual feedback.
perceived input. Strong fluctuations can be a clue to highly irregular input, e.g., in the vision level
where bottom-up sensory evidence and top-down predictions can change rapidly. To get a better
idea for the model’s explanatory power in our case, i.e., the perception and production of sequences
of writing digits, the sequence level’s free energy dynamics can quickly respond to unpredicted input
but still receives predictions from the schema level to inhibit the most unlikely explanations.
In Figure 4 we plot the free energy dynamics of the sequence level during each test scenario.
As the different writing sequences are of different length, so are the model responses shown in this
figure. The free energy plots show a successful minimization in scenario a) where the model perceives
a known stimulus. It appears to quickly choose the correct hypotheses right from the beginning.
In contrast, the model cannot successfully minimize its free energy in response to perceiving the
unknown stimulus in scenario b). Interestingly, in response to the production in scenario c) the
model first minimizes free energy, acting out a chosen sequence, but free energy spikes during
production as some dynamics during motor control have not been predicted. In the end the sequence
hypothesis switches to a similar sequence from the same schema and free energy minimization
continues. In scenario d) the production and proprioceptive feedback of one written out digit is
met be the visual temporal and spatial feedback of another digit. The free energy can thus not be
minimized as predictions from schema and sequence levels are not met by correct visual feedback.
We are interested in the SoA estimate calculated during active inference in order to see how well
the model can be sure if it actually has acted on the world as expected. We ran two test scenarios,
c) and d), where the model produced a writing sequence so only those are interesting to inspect its
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Figure 5.Here we see the SoA estimate dynamics produced by the HPBU in the production
scenarios c) and d) with correct and incorrect feedback, respectively. Production and perception
in the later scenario didn’t take as long as in the scenario c). In both scenarios the SoA estimate
rises up to a certain point but it remains at a low level of 0.2 in scenario d) where predictions of
produced actions are met with contradicting visual feedback.
inferred SoA estimate. In Figure 5 we plot the SoA estimate dynamics produced in the scenarios c)
(production with correct feedback) and d) (production with incorrect feedback). As one can see,
the later scenario didn’t take as long as the other to complete and in both scenarios the SoA can
accumulate up to a certain point, but remains at a rather low level of 0.2 in the end of scenario
d), because temporal and spatial predictions about produced actions are met with contradicting
visual feedback. In contrast, the SoA estimate can quickly accumulate quite high in scenario c),
despite the spring dynamics during motor control, that lead to a spike in free energy and a switch
to a different sequence hypothesis.
6 Discussion
In dynamic social scenarios of concurrent perception and production of actions, where sensory
events can originate either from own or from other’s actions, a ”dual-use” sensorimotor system
that is presumed to be involved in both processes has a challenging task. Specifically, it needs to
distinguish in its processing between self-action and other-action, subserving its functions for action
execution and recognition. We have presented a model called empirical belief correcting hierarchy
based on active inference and extended it with mechanisms of a SoA that enables the judgement –
already at these levels of sensorimotor processing – that an action is self-generated. In line with
current views on SoA, this extension consists in a dynamic integration of predictive and postdictive
cues which is embedded in the likelihood function that matches temporal and spatial aspects of
perceived action sequences with those of known sequences.
The resulting dynamics of our simulation scenarios show the successful minimization of free
energy during perception and production (see scenarios a) and c) in Figure 3). There, over time
the different possible schemas and their sequences are either considered as possible explanations
for the perceived stimuli, or the sequences and actions are chosen for the intended schema to be
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acted out. In both cases free energy is minimized. In the perception case the minimization is due
to the selection of possible explanations, which then can correctly predict further aspects of the
action. In the production case the correct selection and prediction of action effects that allow for
the intended schema to be a possible explanation leads to the free energy minimization. In both
cases free energy is not merely an epiphenomenon of the system, i.e., an acausal property that
results from the system dynamics. Free energy is part of the belief update scheme that integrates
top-down and bottom-up posteriors, by influencing the Kalman gain that allows for the signal to
influence the prior. Dependend on the current mode, whether free energy is minimized through
action or perception, the top-down and bottom-up posteriors take different roles (prior or signal) in
this update scheme. In addition, free energy also similarly to the belief update scheme, controls the
precision or Kalman gain controlling the accumulation of the continuous SoA estimate. Together,
this qualifies as active inference. Furthermore, the implementation we present here can be described
as an example of a ,,deep temporal model” (Friston et al., 2017b). For example, during bottom-up
inference the model accumulates evidence over time to consider different possible explanations, and
top-down a state at any level of the model hierarchy can entail a sequence of state transitions in it’s
next lower level.
A possible line of criticism is that we control for our simulation scenarios which mode the model
finds itself in, through our intention signal. The intention signal is received by the Schema level and
tags one of its hypotheses for production in active inference. Then, using additional connections to
other levels in the hierarchy the intention is spread, giving and maintaining a boost of probability to
associated hypotheses in those levels. In our implementation we found this maintained probability
boost to be necessary for the inference to inhibit sudden switches to other explanations (and action
sequences). This maintained probability or activation is similar to activity that is maintained during
attentional tasks in area MT (Treue and Mart´ınez Trujillo, 1999), i.e., where monkeys were tasked
to follow a single moving visual stimulus while other movements were also on display. Naturally, the
probability of intended sequences should be maintained through the correct prediction of actions. In
reality small differences in the feedback to early actions of an action sequence can lead to increased
probabilities of more similar sequences that not always belong to the intended schema. Even with
the intention signal in our production scenario c), small unpredicted pertubations in the spring
dynamics of Motor Control led to a switch to a similar sequence from the intended schema. We
argue that while such an intention signal seems artificial in our implementation, it is necessary
in a limited hierarchy, such as ours. It may well be the case that in an extended hierarchy the
maintained boost in probability may be provided by higher levels through appropriate priors.
During scenario b) an unknown writing sequence was perceived and free energy could not be
minimized, although the Schema level seems to settle for one possible hypothesis. In the Sequence
level no viable hypothesis can be found and free energy stays high. In our implementation this
maintained inability to minimize free energy is a reliable signal for the need to extend upon possible
hypotheses to choose from. As such, Bayesian models lack the ability to extended upon their
hypothesis space for the reason that renormalization becomes necessary. In a hierarchical model
such an additional sequence would have to be associated with a corresponding schema in the Schema
level in order to embed and associate it with similar sequences, if there are any. For a sequence
such as which was used in scenario b) no similar sequence could be found simply because the model
was not trained on these. Specifically, from all digits seens during learning, all writing sequences of
fours have been excluded. This way, no similar sequence could be found which could have explained
the perceived stimuli. For HPBU learning this not only means that another sequence should be
learned, but also the addition of a new schema becomes necessary. The learning strategy is still in
its early stages, thus we do not go into much detail here and leave this for future work.
The results of our simulations show (see Figure 5) that the cue integration mechanism, which
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is integrated into the likelihood function of the Sequence level, supports results reported in the
literature. First, it is sound with regard to results where the reliability (here: precision) of the
predictive process was reduced and the system put more weight on postdictive processes, conforming
evidence for a weighted integration based on the cues’ precision (Moore and Fletcher, 2012; Synofzik
et al., 2013; Wolpe et al., 2014). This aspect can be observed in scenario d), where the SoA estimate
increases slowly even though a completely different digit is being perceived visually. This may
be due to the fact that when drawn simultaneously, a perceived 3 and a drawn 1 start similarly,
despite the roundness in the trajectory of a three. When either timing or spatial predictions are
met to a degree they can accumulate. In our simulation it is then only the lower, second curved
trajectory of the 3 that is in total contrast to the trajectory of the 1, which finally prohibits further
accumulation of agency. Second, our results are in line with a fluent correct prediction of actions
(Chambon et al., 2014). The accumulation of the SoA estimate over time is done using a Kalman
Filter, which depending on the current free energy and precision of the sequence level, filters out
strong fluctuations. The more accurate the hierarchy’s predictions the faster the uptake of SoA
evidence (positive and negative). Looking at scenario c), this may be the reason why the later spike
in free energy can stop the further increase of SoA, which plateaus in the end. Finally, even though
the cue integration model is flexible with regard to the precision of predictive and postdictive cues,
scenario d) showed that a false attribution of SoA is not likely when both cues show no signs of
agency.
Other than Friston et al. (2011), who rely heavily on proprioceptive information we allowed for
visual information to solely drive motor coordination. We closed the motor coordination loop using
a direct connection that is used by the Motor Control level to inform the Vision level when it is
done coordinating actions to reach a subgoal. Vision level will then check if visual information
can confirm the movement and close the motor coordination loop by sending the information to
Sequence level. Using a motor coordination loop that heavily depends on visual information allowed
us to easily trick the model into doubting its own action production, by feeding it visual information
of a different writing sequence, as in scenario d), the production with incorrect feedback.
Overall, the results reported here show that the model’s attribution of SoA to its own action
outcomes is affected in relatively realistic and, more importantly, differentiated ways when receiving
different simultaneous perceptual information. This suggests, at least to some extent, that the motor
system can play an important role in realtime social cognition as proposed by Schu¨tz-Bosbach et al.
(2006). Still, the literature on the social brain suggests that motor cognition as well as the distinction
of self and other are influenced by higher-level processes, causal beliefs, and the mentalizing network.
We agree that the interplay between mentalizing and mirroring needs to be incorporated to meet
the demands of truly social systems in interaction scenarios with multiple agents. Also, we need
to mention that since this is a deterministic model with a representation size that can be handled
without any need for sampling we report purely qualitative descriptions of our simulation results.
Also, we have disabled learning during our simulation runs, so that every simulation will return the
same results, without any variance. A line of criticism might be that from the mere attribution
of SoA to an action in our HPBU model we can hardly deduce more than a kind of tagging of an
action within the hierarchy. But we think that when the current conceptual model is embedded
within an extended HPBU model that will also cover the functionality of mentalizing areas, an
agency attribution will help to confirm motor beliefs attributed to a prospective model of the self or
distinguish its own actions from those of an interaction partner.
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7 Conclusion
We have presented Hierarchical Predictive Belief Update (HPBU) which models a predictive
sensorimotor hierarchy. We integrated HPBU with a model of the sense of agency, which allows to
dynamically integrate cues for sense of agency (SoA). This SoA attribution to an action enables the
judgement that an action is self-generated. At the core of this modeling approach is the assumption
that we strongly rely on the predictability of our own body to be able to differentiate between our
own and other’s actions through the information gathered especially from the unpredictability of
others. The functional simulation helped to evaluate that the identified mechanisms in the model
are sufficient to correctly infer own actions from feedback to its action production.
Furthermore, we presented simulation results of different scenarios of perception and production.
We discussed how the model’s dynamics and how it is able to minimize its free energy in each
situation. In two scenarios we simulated action productions in which the SoA could be inferred and
compared them to the literature on SoA and the influence of the motor system on social cognition.
This comparison suggests that HPBU can correctly attribute SoA for its own actions, using a flexible
integration of predictive and postdictive cues while integrating the evidence over time.
We made the model’s sequence coordination independent of direct proprioceptive feedback by
closing the motor coordination loop via the Vision level, without direct Motor Control level to
Sequence level connection. This may have broad implications for the coordination and association
of actions in the world with distal effects that do not directly or necessarily feed back into motor
coordination. One example is the association of a switch on the wall with the distal effect of
switching on the light on the ceiling. A more social example is the association of an action on
another agent like smiling, with the effect of influencing that agent’s emotional state. We want to
explore this exciting possibility in future work.
The presented work is part of a research project investigating computational mechanisms
underlying the intra-personal interplay between mentalizing and mirroring and the inter-personal
coordination between interaction partners. We believe that computational cognitive modeling such
as ours can be informative to the investigation of social cognitive processes which neuroscience is
currently not yet able to elucidate, but where an analysis of the behavior of cognitive models based
on findings from the neuroscientific literature can help to shed some light.
In future work, we want to improve our setup by making use of the information provided by
the present model of self-other distinction to inform computational models of higher-level cognition
through an interplay with the mentalizing system, in the process helping it to grasp another agent’s
intentions and beliefs. In a first step toward this belief attribution we explored a rule based
mentalizing model in previous work (Kahl and Kopp, 2015). Here, we lay the foundation to integrate
a mentalizing model (higher-level social cognition) with the HPBU model on the common basis
of active inference. This way, the mentalizing model will naturally be informed by a model of the
sensorimotor system, while influencing it through its predictions. We conjecture that this interplay
between the mentalizing and sensorimotor systems can yield the distinction between one’s own and
an interaction partner’s beliefs needed in social interaction, where informed reciprocity is the key to
efficient and successful communication.
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Supplemental Materials: A predictive processing model of perception and
action for self-other distinction
1 Domain and dynamical system
Our hierarchical generative model can be expressed in terms of functions that map the internal
state space from one level LX in the hierarchy to the domain of it’s next lower level LX−1, i.e.,
LX−1 = l(LX), with l as a placeholder for a specific mapping. The lowest level in the hierarchy will
then map to the environmental state space ϕ.
In the highest level Schemas map to it’s next lower level Sequences with s : C 7→ S where C
cluster Sequences.
Level Sequences maps to it’s next lower level Vision with v : S 7→ V where S consists of
sequences of states from V. Then similarly, Sequences maps to the Motor level M using function
m : S 7→M .
The lowest levels of the hierarchy are described by M (Motor) and V (Vision). Here, only
the Motor level can directly influence the environmental state space through m : M 7→ ϑ where M
represents movements in ϑ.
We define the environmental state space in terms of a dynamical system of Ω = (X,T, ϕ, ϑ),
with space X = R2 and discrete time T = N. ϕ : X × T → X is a function of discrete movements
over time and ϑ : T → X is a function of movements in the state space (updating positions).
As an extension, our hierarchical generative model can be described as active in the sense that
each level maps external (Le) to internal states (Li) to minimize entropy. What is described as
external depends on where in the hierarchy the level is situated. In the lowest level, i.e., Motor and
Vision levels, the external states describe the sensory states of the system. Entropy minimization
can be described as a function of h(Le, Li) which maps external states onto internal states in a way
that minimizes entropy (see eq. 1).
h(Le, Li) = arg min
l∈Li
H(Le|l)
H(Le|Li) = −
∑
l∈Le
p(l|Li) ln p(l|Li).
(1)
2 Hierarchical generative model
In the following the specific levels of the generative model (C, S, M, V, x) are described (see joint
distribution in eq. 2). These are sequentially updated, i.e., they are updated in sequence updated
from it’s next higher and next lower levels, learning to represent and produce the states in the next
lower level and the environment with x = ϕ(x, t).
P (C, S,M, V, x) = P (C) · P (S|C) · P (V |S) · P (M |S) · P (x|M) (2)
2.1 Schema level
The Schema level LC = (C,FC , piC) (see eq. 3) contains a discrete probability distribution over
discrete states C = {c1, . . . , cn}, the free energy over the probability distribution FC and the
precision over the probability distribution piC , calculated as the reciprocal of the variance σ
2 over
1
P (C). Each schema ci clusters similar sequences S ⊆ S from Sequence level LS , and the schema’s
prototype cηi over it’s sequences.
C = {ci, . . . , cn}
FC = F (C)
piC =
1
σ2(P (C))
ci = (S, cηi )
Dn×nι =
ι(s1, s1) . . . ι(sn, s1)... ... ...
ι(sn, s1) . . . ι(sn, sn)
 ∣∣∣ ∀si,j ∈ S
cηi = sj | j = arg min
k
k∑
i
(Dι)i,k
(3)
The schema prototype cηi is calculated over the distance matrix over all it’s sequences D
n×n
ι (for
distance function ι see eq. 6), finding the sequence with the minimal summed distance to all other
sequences. This effectively defines the median sequence clustered into the schema as the schema’s
prototype (similar as in k-medoid clustering).
The generative model (eq. 4) calculates it’s posterior using the soft evidence ,,all things
considered” method over sequences given the schema cluster it belongs to (for more information,
please see (Darwiche, 2009, chapter 3.6.1))).
Pbu(C) = Pt(C) =
∑
si∈S
Pt−1(si) · Pt(ci|sj) | cj ∈ C (4)
2.2 Sequence level
The Sequence level LS = (S, FS , piS) (see eq. 5) contains a discrete probability distribution over
discrete states S = {s1, . . . , sm}, the free energy over the probability distribution FS and the
precision over the probability distribution piS . Each sequence si contains a tuple of observed
movements (o1, . . . , ok) in polar cooridnates at time t ∈ T with oi = (θ, r), and the time delay
between observations (∆2, . . . ,∆k), with ∆it = ti − ti−1.
FS = F (S)
piS =
1
σ2(P (S))
S = {s1, . . . , sm}
si = ((o1, . . . , ot), (∆2, . . . ,∆t))
(5)
The difference between sequences ι(si, sj) is calculated using the so-called ,,alphabetic Jensen-
Shannon Distance” (aJSD, Mateos et al. (2017)), which first discretizes timeseries data in a
combined probability space, on which then the Jensen-Shannon Distance can be applied (see the
algorithm description in eq. 6). First, both si and sj are converted into binary sequences bi and bj ,
which are then both split into consecutive words wt(b) of word length d = 3 with step size τ = 1
and collected in alphabets of words Wi and Wj . Then, probability distributions P
Wi and PWj are
formed from word frequencies for each alphabet. The Jensen-Shannon Distance DJS is calculated
2
over these word frequency probability distributions.
%t =
{
1, if ot+1 > ot
0, if ot+1 ≤ ot
∣∣∣ ∀ot+1, ot ∈ sl
bl = (%1, . . . , %t)
w
(d,τ)
t (bl) = (%t−(d−1)τ , . . . , %t) | t ≥ (d− 1)τ, %t ∈ bl
W (d,τ)(bl) = {w(d,τ)1 , . . . , w(d,τ)t }
PWl = P (W
(d,τ)
l )
ι(si, sj) = DJS(P
Wi ||PWj )
(6)
We have two posterior distributions in the generative model for LS resulting from a bottom-up
and a top-down update process (Pbu(S), and Ptd(S) respectively). The top-down update for Ptd(S)
calculates the posterior from a mixture of experts in Schema level LC (see eq. 7).
Ptd(S) =
∑
c∈C
P (S|c) · P (c) (7)
For the bottom-up update we need to calculate the sequence probability given observations repre-
sented in Vision level LV . LV represents only singular observations of movement, so in order to
calculate their likelihood we collect observations in a temporally growing sequence s′ = (o′1, . . . , o′τ ).
We calculate the likelihood for each sequence P (s′|si) in which the sequence difference ι is weighted
by an exponential factor, which calculates the temporal precision of the observed state. This is
in effect comparable to calculating a joint probability for all observation events P (o′1, . . . , o′τ |si).
Calculating the posterior then simply is a Bayesian inversion (eq. 9).
P (s′|si) = ι(s′, si) · e
− (s
′
∆t−si,∆t)
2
2 pi2
S (8)
Pbu(S) ≈ P (S|o1, . . . , oτ ) = P (o1, . . . , oτ |S) P (S)
P (o1, . . . , oτ )
(9)
Since a sequence will be of no use as a prediction for Vision level LV we need to obtain the next
observation probability from the predicted sequence (if there is any) given the predicted sequence
and prior observations (see eq. 10). The resulting distribution is compatible with representations of
Motor level LM and is used accordingly as P (M |S).
P (V |S) ≈ P (oτ+1|o′1, ..., o′τ , si) =
P (o′1, ..., o′τ , oτ+1|si)
P (o′1, ..., o′τ |si)
∣∣∣ ∀oτ+1 ∈ V (10)
2.3 Vision level
The Vision level LV = (V, FV , piV ) (see eq. 11) contains a discrete probability distribution over
discrete states V = {v1, . . . , vi} representing perceived movement angles, the free energy over the
probability distribution FV and the precision over the probability distribution piV . Each vi represents
a movement perceivable by the model.
V = {v1, . . . , vi}
FV = F (V )
piV =
1
σ2(P (V ))
(11)
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The level calculates a top-down updated posterior Ptd (see eq. 12) and a bottom-up updated
posterior Pbu (see eq. 13). Ptd is updated from a mixture of experts in Sequence level LS .
Ptd(V ) =
∑
s∈S
P (V |s) · P (s) (12)
The bottom-up update is a mapping from input state space ϕ(x, t) to the model’s movement
reportoire using a gaussian likelihood function for each available movement vi ∈ V , given σ = 0.1.
P (ϕ(x, t)|vi) = e−
(ϕ(x,t)−vi)2
2σ2
Pbu(V ) ≈ P (V |ϕ(x, t)) ∝ P (ϕ(x, t)|V ) P (V )
(13)
2.3.1 Salience detector
To detect a salient input event we calculate the model free energy given two consecutive input
events from state space ϕ(x, t) Vision level V . If Ft(V ) > Ft−1(V ) the updated model was not able
to correctly predict the current input event. This is a salient event which will be communicated to
the next higher level LS .
2.3.2 Oculocentric coordinates in Vision
Salient movements observed in the environment are mapped to an oculocentric coordinate system
before they are sent to the next higher level LS . This way we map salient events in the environment
to internal representations that are reusable as low-level action goals for Vision and Motor levels.
The oculocentric coordinates are relative polar coordinates (φ, r) of the visual field, which when
seen in sequence are similar to saccadic eye movements. In Motor level LM these coordinates will
guide action in the form of movement goals.
2.4 Motor level
The Motor level LM = (M,FM , piM ) (see eq. 11) contains a discrete probability distribution over
discrete states M = {m1, . . . ,mi} representing movement angles, the free energy over the probability
distribution MF and the precision over the probability distribution piM . Each mi represents a
movement perceivable by the model.
M = {m1, . . . ,mi}
FM = F (M)
piM =
1
σ2(P (M))
(14)
The level again calculates a top-down updated posterior Ptd (see eq. 15) and a bottom-up updated
posterior Pbu (see eq. 16). Ptd is updated from a mixture of experts in Sequence level LS .
Ptd(M) =
∑
s∈S
P (M |s) · P (s) (15)
The bottom-up update is a mapping from input state space ϕ(x, t) to the model’s movement
reportoire using a gaussian likelihood function for each available movement, given σ = 0.1.
P (ϕ|mi) = e−
(ϕ(x,t)−mi)2
2σ2
Pbu(M) ≈ P (M |ϕ(x, t)) ∝ P (ϕ(x, t)|M) P (M)
(16)
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2.4.1 Motor coordination in active inference
To allow for smooth and curving trajectories that are similar to handwriting in spatial and temporal
properties, we were inspired by work on dynamic movement primitives (DMP) that are used for
modeling attractor behaviors of autonomous nonlinear dynamical systems with the help of statistical
learning techniques Ijspeert et al. (2013). We will not make use of the DMPs ability to learn and
reproduce trajectories, but will configure a damped spring system similarly to a DMP and instead
of applying a forcing term f that activates the system’s nonlinear dynamics over time we make
use of an obstacle avoidance technique mentioned in Hoffmann et al. (2009) which we adpoted and
inverted its force to actually move towards the goal in a goal forcing function g (see eq. 17). The
reason for this is that when we simply applied the spring system to each goal sequentially, we would
accelerate toward and slow down at the goal. To keep up the momentum we need to look ahead
several goals xi+3 (here 3 steps ahead) in the core spring system, but with a goal forcing function
that sequentially tries to visit each goal xi. α, β, γ and µ are constants that specify the behavior of
the system. ϕ is the angle to the goal (or its velocity) and y is the current position.
ϕ = ϕxi − ϕy˙
ϕ˙ = γ ϕ e−µ|ϕ|
g = (xi − y) ϕ˙
y¨ = α(β(xi+3 − y)− y˙) + g
(17)
The resulting acceleration y¨ will be twice integrated before it is applied as an environmental state
space position ϑ(t) = y.
Once the goal is reached the Motor level LM will send a direct signal to the Vision level LV ,
where the current location will be evaluated, given the goal location that was also received by LV .
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